COUNTY OF LEHIGH
Request for Proposals 2019-2024
In Home Personal Care and Home Support
Services for Lehigh County Area Agency on
Aging
Issued on Friday, February 1, 2019

Pre-Proposal Conference
Friday, March 1, 2019, 8:30 to 10:30 AM
Refer to Section 1, paragraph 1.2 for details
Submittal Deadline:
Monday, April 1, 2019, 2:00 P.M
Section 5, paragraph 5.1 for submittal instructions.

County’s Point-of-Contact for this RFP
Tracy MacDonald, Program Analyst
Tel: 610-782-3687
Fax: 610-820-2028
Email: tracymacdonald@lehighcounty.org
Mailing Address: L e h i g h C o u n t y A g i n g a n d A d u l t S e r v i c e s
17 S. 7th Street, Allentown, PA 18101
Website: www.lehighcounty.com

This Request for Proposals (RFP) package consists of 78 pages including this cover page and the Table of
Contents page. If the RFP package you received is missing any pages, contact the County of Lehigh point-of
contact listed above.

Schedule for Proposers Conference on March 1, 2019
8:30 to 10:30

In-Home Services and PERS

10:30 to 11:00

Older Adult Daily Living Centers

11:00 to 1:00

In-Home Meal Service and Congregate Meals

2:30 to 3:15

Housing, Transportation and Senior Centers

3:15 to 4:00

Legal, Guardianship and Volunteer Services

Due to time constraints, this schedule will be strictly adhered to.
Additional questions not covered at the Proposers Conference may be submitted on the
available 5x7 index cards which can be given to a Lehigh County representative at the
conference. All questions and answers will be forwarded to all perspective proposers.
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SECTION ONE - Introduction and Instruction
1.1.

Purpose of this Request for Proposals (“RFP”)
The County of Lehigh (hereinafter “County”), a Home Rule Charter County, with its
principal office in Allentown, Pennsylvania is soliciting competitive sealed proposals (a
“Proposal”) from professional firms (“Proposers”) that are interested in and capable of
providing services to eligible consumers referred by Lehigh County Aging and Adult
Services as further detailed in the specifications of this RFP (inclusive of all tasks,
deliverables and products required herein, “Services”) If the County elects to make an
award to a Proposer in connection with the Services, the Proposed Form of Agreement and
General Conditions included as Attachment A to this RFP as well as all documents
incorporated therein shall form the entire agreement between the County and the successful
Proposer (“Agreement”). The County is accepting proposals for the following services:
 Housing (Case Management, Housing Assistance)
 In-Home Support Services (Personal Care, Home Health, Home Care,
Home Support and Homemaker (Adults 18-59))
 Personal Emergency Response Systems (age 60+)
 Legal Assistance (60+)
 Life Skills Education (Employment Assistance 18-59)
 Meals (Congregate (60+) and In-Home Meal Service)
 Medical Physician Consultation Services
 Older Adult Daily Living Centers
 Overnight Shelter/Respite
 Passenger Transportation
 Volunteer Services

1.2.

Pre-Proposal Conference
A pre-proposal conference will be held in the Lehigh County Government Center Public
Hearing Room on Friday, March 1, 2019, beginning promptly at 8:30 AM.(see schedule for
time of this RFP) The Lehigh County Public Hearing Room is located on the 1st floor of
the Lehigh County Government Center at 17 S. 7th St, Allentown, Pennsylvania, 18101.
The purpose of this meeting is to conduct a question and answer session regarding this RFP
package to maximize the proposer’s understanding as to what is required. Should questions
asked and answers given at the pre-proposal conference potentially alter the intent or scope
of the RFP, the County will issue an addendum to the RFP to formally modify the RFP.
This RFP cannot be modified by, and Proposers shall not rely on, comments made during
the pre-proposal conference except as set forth in an addendum. All Proposers who have
received the RFP package from the County will receive notification of the issuance of the
addendum.
Questions asked and answers given at the pre-proposal conference will be forwarded to all
perspective proposers.

1.3.

Due / Opening Dates
The deadline for the County’s receipt of Proposals is 2:00 P.M, Monday, April 1, 2019.
All information contained in each Proposal shall be treated as confidential so as to avoid
disclosure of contents prejudicial to competing Proposers.

1.4.

Amendments to Submitted, Unopened Proposals
Amendments to or withdrawals of submitted, unopened Proposals will only be allowed, if
requests are received by the County prior to the Proposal Deadline. No amendments or
withdrawals will be accepted after the Proposal Deadline unless they are in response to the

County’s request.

1.5.

Required Review of RFP Package
Proposers shall carefully review this RFP for defects, inconsistencies or ambiguities.
Comments concerning defects, inconsistencies or ambiguities must be made in writing and
received by the RFP’s point-of-contact (see cover page), at least fifteen (15) business days
prior to the Proposal Deadline. This will allow for the issuance of any necessary addenda.
All questions must be in writing and directed to the RFP’s point-of-contact. This RFP
cannot be modified except by written addenda issued by the County. The decision on
whether an addendum is required shall be made by the County in its sole discretion.
If an addendum is issued, it will be provided to all parties who were provided a copy of the
RFP by the County. It shall ultimately be the responsibility of the Bidder to check and
download Addenda from the County’s website.

1.6.

Receipt of RFP Package
The County Office of Aging and Adult Services is the sole authority to provide the RFP
package to interested companies or individuals. Proposers, who are working from an RFP
package obtained from any other source, may be working from an incomplete set of
documents. The County assumes no responsibility for an error, omission, or
misinterpretation resulting from a Proposer’s use of an incomplete RFP package.
Proposers who have received the RFP package from a source other than the County point of
contact, are advised to contact the County point of contact to provide their company’s
name, address, telephone number, fax number, and contact name. This will ensure that the
Proposer will receive all communication regarding the RFP such as Addenda.
Proposers who have received the RFP package by downloading it from the County’s
website, and have not provided their company’s information to the County’s point of contact
are responsible for checking the website to obtain any Addenda issued for the RFP.

1.7.

Preparation Costs
The County will not be responsible for any costs associated with the preparation, submittal,
or presentation of any Proposal. If the County rejects a Proposal or does not award an
Agreement to any particular Proposer, the Proposer agrees that it will not seek to recover
lost or expected profits, Proposal preparation costs or claims for unjust enrichment.

1.8.

Public Information
All Proposals and other material submitted become the property of the County and may be
returned only at the County’s option. Information contained in the Proposals will not be
disclosed during the evaluation process. Under Pennsylvania’s “Right to Know” laws
(65P.S. §§ 67.101-67.3104), public records are required to be open to reasonable inspection.
All Proposal information, including detailed price and cost information, will be held in
confidence during the evaluation process and prior to the time the Agreement is executed by
the County. Thereafter, the Proposals will become public information. Requests for
photocopies of public records must be made to the Open Records Officer and will be
provided to the requestor for a nominal per page fee.

1.9.

Reservation of Rights
The County reserves and may, at its sole discretion, exercise the following rights with

respect to this RFP and all Proposals submitted pursuant to this RFP:
1.9.1.

To reject all Proposals and re-issue the RFP at any time prior to execution of the
Agreement; to require, in any RFP for similar products and/or services that may be
issued subsequent to this RFP, terms and conditions that are substantially different from
the terms and conditions set forth in this RFP; or to cancel this RFP with or without
issuing another RFP.

1.9.2.

To reject any Proposal if, in the County’s sole discretion, the Proposal is incomplete,
the Proposal is not responsive to the requirements of this RFP, the Proposer does not
meet the qualification requirements set forth in Section 5 herein, or it is otherwise in
the best interest of the County to reject the Proposal.

1.9.3.

To supplement, amend, substitute, or otherwise modify this RFP at any time prior to
the execution of the Agreement.

1.9.4.

To accept or reject any or all of the items in any Proposal and award the Agreement
for the whole or only a part of any Proposal if the County determines, in its sole
discretion, that it is in the County’s best interest to do so.

1.9.5.

To reject the Proposal of any Proposer that, in the County’s sole judgment, has been
delinquent or unfaithful in the performance of any contract with the County, is
financially or technically incapable, or is otherwise not a responsible Proposer.

1.9.6.

To waive any informality, defect, non-responsiveness, and/or deviation from this
RFP that is not, in the County’s sole judgment, material to the Proposal.

1.9.7.

To permit or reject, at the County’s sole discretion, amendments (including information
inadvertently omitted), modifications, alterations, and/or corrections to Proposals by
one or more of the Proposers following Proposal submission.

1.9.8.

To request additional or clarifying information from any Proposer at any time,
including information inadvertently omitted by a Proposer.

1.9.9.

To require that Proposers appear for interviews and/or presentations of their Proposals
at County offices.

1.9.10. To inspect programs similar in type and scope to the work sought in this RFP and/or to
inspect the Proposer’s facilities to be used in furnishing goods or services required by
the RFP.
1.9.11. To conduct such investigations as the County considers appropriate with respect to
the qualifications of any Proposer and with respect to the information contained in
any Proposal.

1.10.

RFP Timeline
Following is the County’s estimated timeline for the RFP process:
Issue RFP
Pre-Proposal Conference
Cutoff for Submission of Written Questions
Deadline for Submission of Proposals
Opening of Submitted Proposals
County’s Review of Proposals
Issue Notice of Contract Award
Commencement of Work

Friday, February 1, 2019
Friday, March 1, 2019
Friday, March 8, 2019
Monday, April 1, 2019
Tuesday, April 2, 2019
April 2 – April 30, 2019
Monday, May 6, 2019
Monday, July 1, 2019

SECTION 2 – Method of Vendor Selection
2.1.

Interviews with Short List Firms
The County may, in its sole discretion, elect to conduct interviews with one or more
Proposers. The purpose of an interview will be to clarify and assure the Proposer’s full
understanding of, and responsiveness to, the solicitation requirements. Revisions to a
Proposal may be permitted after submission and before the County’s execution of the
Agreement for the purpose of obtaining best and final offers with the County’s approval.
The individual identified in the Proposal as the Program Manager, must be in attendance
at the interview.

2.2.

Right to Negotiate
The County may elect to initiate negotiations with one or more Proposers for
modification of any component of the Agreement, including, without limitation, the scope
of services, price or schedule for completion. The option of whether or not to initiate or
terminate negotiations rests solely with the County, which may be exercised at any time.

2.3.

Award of Contract
If the County elects to award Agreements pursuant to this RFP, it intends to award
the Agreement(s) to the responsible and responsive Proposer(s) whose Proposal(s) it
determines provide the best overall value to the County. The County intends to award
a three-year Agreement term with the option of extending the term of the Agreement for
two additional one-year periods upon the mutual agreement of the parties. The Vendor
should be prepared to begin work on July 1, 2019.
At the option of the County and the agreement of the Proposer, the agreement may
be extended for an additional twelve (12) months; at the option of the County and
with the agreement of the Proposer, the agreement may be extended for a second
additional twelve
(12) months. The cost per unit of service for any additional twelve (12) month period
shall be negotiated between the County and the Proposer and agreed to no later than
ninety (90) days before the end of the prior agreement term. Any increase in the cost per
unit of service for any additional twelve (12) month period is limited to the percentage
increase provided in the County’s Regular Block Grant categorical allocation. Failure to
agree on a guaranteed cost per unit of service provided for any additional twelve (12)
months may require the County to re-solicit.

Amounts of services to be purchased by County in any additional twelve (12) month period

shall be dependent upon the availability of funds and participant demand.

SECTION 3 - Standard Contract Information
3.1.

Standard Agreement Provisions
The Agreement resulting from the award of this RFP will be governed by the terms
and conditions set forth in the Proposed Form of Agreement and General Conditions set
forth in Attachment A, attached hereto and incorporated herein. Proposers must detail
in their Technical Proposal their reasons for objection to any part of RFP or Proposed
Form of Agreement and General Conditions. Hindrance of the award process due to the
extent of a Proposer’s objection to the form or substance of the RFP or Proposed Form
of Agreement and General Conditions may have a negative impact on the County’s
assessment of that Proposal.

3.2.

Agreement Content
The Agreement will incorporate this RFP, the Proposer’s Proposal, and any additional
information deemed necessary as a result of the negotiations held with the Vendor.

3.3.

Confidentiality of Protected Health Information:
To the extent applicable, the parties hereto agree to fully comply with the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, P.L. 104-191, and all amendments
thereto and regulations promulgated thereunder (collectively, “HIPAA”), as well as any
other applicable laws or regulations concerning the privacy and security of health
information. The successful Proposer agrees at all times to treat any protected health
information (as defined by HIPAA), created by or disclosed or otherwise made available to
the successful Proposer in connection with the Agreement, in accordance with all
federal, state and local laws and regulations regarding the confidentiality of protected
health information. Without limitation to other rights and remedies under the
Agreement or afforded by law, County may immediately terminate the Agreement if it
determines that there has been a material breach of this provision.
To the extent that County meets the definition of a “Covered Entity” or “Business
Associate” (as such terms are defined under HIPAA) and the successful Proposer/Vendor
is determined by County to meet the definition of a “Business Associate” or
“Subcontractor” (as such terms are defined under HIPAA) of County, the successful
Proposer and County shall enter into a HIPAA Business Associate Agreement.

SECTION 4 – Specifications
4.1.

Background
4.1.1.

4.2.

The County believes that eligible consumers are part of an established social network
that needs to be sustained rather than replaced. Thus, existing informal and family
supports are to be included within the care planning process and the County’s
contracts for formal services are to be used to fill in gaps in care or to provide service
when no other alternative exists. In-home personal care and home support services
are needed to meet the needs of older adults, aged 60 years and above to remain in
their home and maintain their independence. In addition, life skills training, in-home
personal care and home support are needed to meet the needs of adults aged 18-59.

Program Summary
4.2.1. Provide in-home personal care and home support services to meet the needs of older
adults, aged 60 years and above to remain in their home and maintain their
independence. In addition, life skills training, in-home personal care and home
support are needed to meet the needs of adults aged 18-59.

.
4.3.

Program Goals and Objectives
In-home personal care and home support services include a comprehensive assessment of an
individual consumer’s personal care and home support needs, development of a care plan
based on the identified needs, matching the consumer with available services, ongoing
monitoring of services provided and periodic reassessment of the consumer’s needs with
adjustments made to the care plan as determined.
The Office of Aging and Adult Services is committed to supporting and empowering the
wellbeing of adults of all ages, residing in Lehigh County. Information and assistance is
provided to enable individuals to remain active, healthy, productive and independent in
their community.
Consumer’s needs are to be met in the least restrictive setting,

4.4.

Scope of Work
4.4.1.

Aging Program Directive (APD)/Federal/State Regulatory References

Proposers providing services outlined in this Scope of Service shall comply with all
federal and state directives listed below:
4.4.1.1.

Aging Policy and Procedures Manual
http://www.aging.pa.gov/publications/policy-procedure-manual/Pages/default.aspx
Link above is provided for your reference and is subject to change. It shall be the
responsibility of the vendor to determine and utilize the appropriate site for said
database.

4.4.1.1.1.

Issuance of Aging Policy and Procedure Manual Chapter IV: OPTIONS

4.4.1.1.2.

Chapter IV. OPTIONS, and

4.4.1.1.3.
4.4.1.2.

Appendix A, OPTIONS Program Service Standards.

Pennsylvania Code, Title 6, Chapter 15: Protective Services for Older
Adults http://www.pacode.com/secure/data/006/chapter15/chap15toc.html
Link above is provided for your reference and is subject to change. It shall be the
responsibility of the vendor to determine and utilize the appropriate site for said
database.

4.4.1.3.

Pennsylvania Code, Title 28, Subpart H, Chapter 611: Home Care Agencies and
Home Care Registries General
http://www.aging.pa.gov/publications/policy-proceduremanual/Documents/Appendix%20C%20Home%20Care%20regulations.pdf
The Lehigh County Office of Aging and Adult Services does not contract with
Home Care Registries.
Link above is provided for your reference and is subject to change. It shall be the
responsibility of the vendor to determine and utilize the appropriate site for said
database.

4.4.1.4.

Human Services Development Fund- on Lehigh County Website
Human Services Development Fund Requirements (HSDF)
and
HSDF Supplement Pages

Links above are provided for your reference and is subject to change. It shall be
the responsibility of the vendor to determine and utilize the appropriate site for
said database

4.4.1.5.
4.4.2.

This Scope of Service is subject to change based on changes to the above directives.

Personal Care Requirements

4.4.2.1.

Personal Care is the provision of “hands-on” care related to personal hygiene or
functional activity of daily living in a consumer’s home that an individual
cannot meet independently. Personal care services shall be ordered under a
care plan developed by a LCAAA/AS Care Manager. Personal Care must be
provided during each authorized visit and must be 75% of time spent in the
home.

4.4.2.2.

Personal Care Tasks shall include:

4.4.2.2.1.

Assistance in care of teeth and mouth, including care of dentures;

4.4.2.2.2.

Assistance with hair care (shampooing, combing), shaving, and the ordinary
care of nails (cleaning and filing) for non-diabetic consumers. A diabetic

consumer’s nails may not be cared for by the personal care aide;
4.4.2.2.3.

Assistance with bathing in a tub, shower, or bed. Assistance may be provided
for tub bathing when individual uses assistive device such as tub seat or handheld
shower as deemed safe by aide’s supervisor. Totally dependent, bedridden
consumers may be served on a case-by-case basis.

4.4.2.2.4.

Assistance with transfers on and off bedpan, commode, or toilet; emptying
bedpans, commodes, catheter bags, and colostomy appliances, changing
and disposal of incontinence pads;

4.4.2.2.5.

Steadying support and supervision to assist a consumer with walking
and transferring;

4.4.2.2.6.

Ambulation and transfers includes steadying support; and supervision
to assist an individual with walking and transferring. Transfers using
assistive devices may be provided on a case-by-case basis as deemed
safe by the aide’s supervisor;

4.4.2.2.7.

Assistance with changing a consumer’s position. This does not include range
of motion exercises, except when such care is under nurse management;

4.4.2.2.8.

Assistance with eating which includes preparation of food consistency for
easier management and/or assistance in preparation and serving a meal;

4.4.2.2.9.

Assistance with dressing as well as with application of previously selfapplied prosthesis. Assistance with surgical stockings, braces, collars,
prosthetic devices, compression boots, braces, collars, prosthetic devices, in
approved, closely evaluated and supervised situations;

4.4.2.2.10.

Assistance with consumer self-administered medication. Assistance is limited
to reminding the consumer to take medications, placing medications within
reach, obtaining the necessary equipment, pouring water for oral medication,
opening bottle/container if necessary, checking dosage, storing the
medication, and reassuring the consumer that he/she has obtained and taken
the correct dosage;

4.4.2.2.11.

The routine application of lotion to unbroken, uninfected, non-diseased
skin surface;

4.4.2.2.12.

Reporting changes in a consumer’s condition and needs, as observed
during performance of routine personal care, to the supervisor;

4.4.2.2.13.

Respite to informal caregivers from the provision of the above listed activities.

4.4.3.

Training Standards and Competency for Personal Care

4.4.3.1.

Each employee providing Personal Care service shall be trained for all services to
be performed. Training shall include, but is not limited to:

4.4.3.1.1.

universal precautions;

4.4.3.1.2.

orientation to Aging services;

4.4.3.1.3.

interpersonal skills and understanding family relationships;

4.4.3.1.4.

working with older adults;

4.4.3.1.5.

personal care skills;

4.4.3.1.6.

care of the home and personal belongings;

4.4.3.1.7.

safety and accident prevention;

4.4.3.1.8.

food, nutrition and meal planning;

4.4.3.1.9.

standards for codes of conduct;

4.4.3.1.10.

cultural diversity;

4.4.3.2.

No Personal Care service may be rendered to a consumer by an aide prior to
demonstration of his/her competency in performing the specific service
assigned. The competency training and examination must meet the
requirements of Pennsylvania Code, Title 28, Subpart H, Chapter 611.55
subsections (b) and (c). http://www.aging.pa.gov/publications/policyproceduremanual/Documents/Appendix%20C%20Home%20Care%20regulations.pd f
Link above is provided for your reference and is subject to change. It shall be the
responsibility of the vendor to determine and utilize the appropriate site for said
database.

4.4.3.3.

For each broad area of training, an appropriate professional shall provide
instruction. Skills training in personal care techniques must be completed by
a Registered Nurse (RN) or Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN).

4.4.3.4.

Twenty (20) hours of basic training must be provided within the first three months
of employment in accordance with Clause 4.4.3.1.

4.4.3.5.

The requirement for completion of the twenty (20) hours of training may be
waived if an aide provides documentation of completion of related training that
includes demonstrated competency in all skill areas.

4.4.3.6.

An additional four (4) hours of training shall be provided annually after
competency training.

4.4.3.7.

Competency is demonstrated by an aide passing a written competency exam and a
skills demonstration that incorporates all skill areas included in the basic training
in accordance with Clause 4.4.3.2. Both the written competency exam and the
observation of the skills demonstration by the training instructor must be
completed and documented even if training is waived.

4.4.3.8.

The Proposer must review the aide’s competency at least once per year after initial
competency is established through direct observation, testing, training, consumer
feedback or through a combination of methods. The annual competency review

must be completed within 365 calendar days.
4.4.4.

Supervision Standards for Personal Care Aides

4.4.4.1.

All employees providing Personal Care must be supervised. A registered nurse
(RN) must be either administratively responsible for supervision of the personal
care aide or be in a non-supervisory or consultative role which assures regular
contact with supervisors, aides and consumer records, and will have sufficient
authority to intervene as needed.

4.4.4.2.

A registered nurse (RN) or licensed practical nurse (LPN) who is under the
direction of a licensed professional nurse (RN) shall be responsible for the training
and supervision of all home aides and home support staff.

4.4.4.2.1.

The RN must be licensed to practice in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

4.4.4.2.2.

The LPN must be licensed to practice in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

4.4.4.3.

Direct supervision of an aide includes but is not limited to the following:

4.4.4.3.1.

providing written and oral assignments and directions which include
specific instructions on how care is to be rendered and how and what
changes in the consumer’s condition must be observed and reported;

4.4.4.3.2.

establishing schedules;

4.4.4.3.3.

monitoring job performance.

4.4.4.4.

Supervisors shall be held responsible for the effective performance of their
assigned aides. Effective performance includes but is not limited to:

4.4.4.4.1.

arriving and leaving the consumer’s home when scheduled;

4.4.4.4.2.

satisfactorily accomplishing all tasks outlined in the consumer’s care plan;

4.4.4.4.3.

being aware of changes in the needs of the consumer or caregiver and
reporting these changes immediately to a Supervisor;

4.4.4.4.4.

adherence to principles of consumer confidentiality;

4.4.4.4.5.

consumer satisfaction with the performance of the aide related to
performance of consumer specific authorized tasks;

4.4.4.4.6.

assuring training of aides in all tasks to be performed;

4.4.4.4.7.

assuring accuracy of aide’s daily log submitted by aide(s) and signed and
dated by consumer of actual time spent delivering service to consumer(s).

4.4.4.5.

Aides shall receive planned, face-to-face supervisory visits in the field for the
purpose of observing and instructing the aide and determining and improving the
competency and acceptability of performance. A supervisory visit shall take
place minimally according to the following schedule:

4.4.4.5.1.

on the first visit to a consumer’s home for aides employed thirty (30) days
or less; or

4.4.4.5.2.

within the first three (3) visits to a consumer’s home for aides employed
more than thirty (30) days and;

4.4.4.5.3.

at least semi-annually in the consumer’s home thereafter.

4.4.4.6.

All supervisory visits and/or reviews must be completed by a RN .

4.4.4.7.

The purpose of the supervisory visit is to review the status of the consumer, review
the services in the Care Plan, ensure training requirements for the aide assigned
have been completed, provide assignments to the aide, monitor aide performance,
provide for continuity of care with other involved caregivers and to review specific
consumer needs with service implications.

4.4.4.8.

As part of the supervisory visit, the RN is responsible to document and add to the
initial supervisory report any recent change(s) in the consumer’s status/needs, and a
review of the Proposer’s plan of service which includes a professional
recommendation on the services rendered. The report shall also include a personal
care aide’s daily log of service which indicates arrival and departure time, specific
services provided and tasks performed and comments and observations about the
consumer’s response to service.

4.4.5.

Home Support Service

4.4.5.1.

Home Support “hands off” services provided to ensure basic care and
management of the home as necessary to ensure safe and sanitary conditions,
by a trained and supervised worker. The Office of Aging and Adult Services
acknowledges that the use of trained aides is not the most cost-effective
means of obtaining cleaning activities, however, specific cleaning tasks may
be included when the aide is already in the home for other tasks.

4.4.5.2.

Home Support Tasks may include:

4.4.5.2.1.

Basic care and management of the home to ensure a safe and sanitary
environment for a consumer;

4.4.5.2.2.

Cleaning to maintain a consumer’s health and safety. This includes normal day
to day cleaning of the home, including the bathroom following personal care
services;

4.4.5.2.3.

Trash and garbage disposal of day to day nature;

4.4.5.2.4.

Making beds and/or changing bed sheets;

4.4.5.2.5.

Personal laundry, including bed, bath, and table linens;

4.4.5.2.6.

Light sewing, mending, and ironing as needed to make clothing
useful/presentable;

4.4.5.2.7.

Planning and preparation of meals and dishwashing;

4.4.5.2.8.

Observation and communication of health and other problems to a supervisor;

4.4.5.2.9.

Shopping assistance to include: preparation of shopping lists and performing
local errands;

4.4.5.2.10.

Instruction in home management such as maintaining orderly environment,
proper food storage, preparation of shopping lists, maintaining appliances in
safe working conditions.

4.4.6.

Supervision of Home Support Aides

4.4.6.1.

A registered nurse (RN) or licensed practical nurse (LPN) who is under the
direction of a licensed professional nurse (RN) shall be responsible for the training
and supervision of all home aides and home support staff.

4.4.6.2.

Aides shall receive planned, face-to-face supervisory visits in the field for the
purpose of observing and instructing the aide and determining and improving the
competency and acceptability of performance. A supervisory visit shall take place
minimally according to the following schedule:

4.4.6.2.1.

on the first visit to a consumer’s home for aides employed thirty (30) days
or less; or

4.4.6.2.2.

within the first three (3) visits to a consumer’s home for aides employed
more than thirty (30) days and;

4.4.6.2.3.

at least semi-annually in the consumer’s home thereafter.

4.4.7.

Home Support Aides – Training Requirements

4.4.7.1.

There must be documented evidence of the aide’s knowledge and competency
to perform the activities assigned. Methods for determining this include but are
not limited to:

4.4.7.1.1.

on-the-job training and acceptability of performance;

4.4.7.1.2.

previous job experience; or

4.4.7.1.3.

references/verification of previous employment

4.4.7.2.

Proposers must establish regular in-service training for Home Support staff.
Topic areas shall include, but are not limited to:

4.4.7.2.1.

principles of cleanliness and home safety;

4.4.7.2.2.

communication with older persons and those who are disabled or
have functional impairments observing, appraising and reporting
changes in consumers’ situations.

The following pertains to Personal Care Aides and Home Support
Aides
4.4.8

General Personnel Requirements

4.4.8.1.

The Proposer shall be responsible to:

4.4.8.1.1.

Notify LCAAA/AS, in writing, of changes at the administrative level in
advance, if known, or immediately upon such change.

4.4.8.1.2.

Ensure that direct provision of care and the supervision of the employee
providing care shall not be performed by personnel who are relatives of
the consumer.

4.4.8.1.3.

Hire and maintain sufficient and qualified staff to insure efficient and
effective provision of services as specified under the contract.

4.4.8.1.4.

Maintain sound policies structured to minimize personnel turnover, which
would adversely affect the delivery of service. Turnover can be minimized by
providing competitive wages commensurate with the required job skills, as
well as incentives in the form of bonuses and/or fringe benefits for employees
who have given continuous and satisfactory performance.

4.4.8.2.

Maintaining personnel policies which, at a minimum:

4.4.8.2.1.

Conform to Federal, State and local laws

4.4.8.2.2.

Include standards for codes of conduct that address but are not limited to the
following:

4.4.8.2.2.1.

consumer rights for self-determination;

4.4.8.2.2.2.

consumer confidentiality;

4.4.8.2.2.3.

gifts (acceptance or solicitation);

4.4.8.2.2.4.

handling consumer’s money for shopping;

4.4.8.2.2.5.

theft;

4.4.8.2.2.6.

dress code;

4.4.8.2.2.7.

time-punctuality/no shows;

4.4.8.2.2.8.

language-abuse/foul language;

4.4.8.2.2.9.

honesty (i.e., submission of false time sheets);

4.4.8.2.2.10.

phone usage (especially in consumer’s home);

4.4.8.2.2.11.

coercion/threats;

4.4.8.2.2.12.

abusive behavior.

4.4.8.3.

Assure availability of a staff person to accept phone communication during normal
business hours.

4.4.8.4.

Provide employees at time of hire and with any subsequent revision, a copy of the
job description, personnel policies and wage scale/salary ranges.

4.4.9.

Staff Recruitment

4.4.9.1.

Proposer will establish an effective, ongoing program of staff recruitment.

4.4.9.2.

Employees should have good physical and mental health, good moral character and
maturity of attitude toward work assignments.

4.4.9.3.

Every employee will have a minimum of a high school diploma/G.E.D. and be able
to read, write and follow simple instructions.

4.4.9.4.

Proposer will conduct a face-to-face interview with each applicant. Proposer will
obtain at least two satisfactory references for the applicant affirming the ability of
the aide to provide home care services. References may not be obtained from
relatives of the applicant.

4.4.10. Personnel Files
4.4.10.1.

Proposer will maintain standardized individual files for all Personal Care staff.

4.4.10.2.

The record keeping system must ensure uniformity and consistency in
documentation. Information documented in the personnel file must be in
sufficient detail to assure compliance with all personnel requirements.

4.4.10.3.

The file must contain:

4.4.10.3.1. Current valid driver’s license and vehicle insurance, if applicable
4.4.10.3.2.

Documentation of face-to-face interview and two references;

4.4.10.3.3.

Documentation of completion of orientation;

4.4.10.3.4.

Copy of current job description;

4.4.10.3.5.

The original report of criminal history record information from the
Pennsylvania State Police and, if necessary, the FBI criminal history
record with a letter of determination from the Pennsylvania Department of
Aging;

4.4.10.3.6.

Documentation of physical examinations, health screens and PPD results
and TB screening results;

4.4.10.3.7.

Copies of applicable professional licenses

4.4.10.3.8.

Training and certification records

4.4.10.3.9.

Documentation of completion of twenty (20) hours of training or waiver
of training;

4.4.10.3.10.

Performance evaluations annually.

4.4.11. Criminal History Record Check
4.4.11.1.

Proposer will require applicants to submit to a Pennsylvania State Police
background check using the PA Access to Criminal History at
https://epatch.state.pa.us. Substitute clearances are not acceptable. The report
must be dated within one (1) year prior to their employment start date.
Link above is provided for your reference and is subject to change. It shall be the
responsibility of the vendor to determine and utilize the appropriate site for said
database.

4.4.11.2.

If an applicant supplies their own Pennsylvania State Police background check,
Proposer must then access and print the report from https://epatch.state.pa.us,
and
place it into the personnel file. The report must be dated within one (1) year prior
to their employment start date.
Link above is provided for your reference and is subject to change. It shall be
the responsibility of the vendor to determine and utilize the appropriate site for
said database.

4.4.11.3.

In addition, applicants who have not been PA residents for the past two (2)
consecutive years, without interruption and immediately preceding the date of
application for employment, must obtain a Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
background check processed by Cogent Systems. Applicants can register online
at www.pa.cogentid.com
Link above is provided for your reference and is subject to change. It shall be
the responsibility of the vendor to determine and utilize the appropriate site for
said database.

4.4.11.4.

Applicants must select the PA Department of Aging icon. Results from the FBI will
be sent to the PA Department of Aging and the Department will send an
employment determination to the facility and the applicant.

4.4.11.5.

Any report of criminal history must be reviewed and discussed with the applicant or
staff person and additionally, the review must be acknowledged in writing by the
agency’s management. This acknowledgement must include a statement as to how
the report relates to the suitability of the applicant or staff person for his specific
work assignment and that the act is not sufficient to preclude the applicant or staff
person from employment.

4.4.11.6.

The Proposer may not hire, roster or retain an individual if the State Police criminal
history record reveals a prohibited conviction listed in 6 Pa. Code § 15.143, or if the
Department of Aging letter of determination states that the individual is not eligible
for hire or roster.

4.4.11.7.

Staff may not directly work with consumers until the appropriate criminal history
clearance is received and documented in their personnel file.

4.4.12. Physical Examination, Health Screen and PPD Test
4.4.12.1.

Any staff person, who visits consumers in their homes, must comply with
federal, state and local health requirements related to physical examinations and
communicable disease screenings.

4.4.12.2.

If the results of a documented PPD test are positive at any time, it shall be followed
with an examination by a physician and chest x-ray (if indicated) and any
appropriate treatment prescribed. An infected staff person shall receive follow-up
care as required by a physician and shall not begin or resume service to consumers
until discharged by the physician as no longer contagious.

4.4.12.3.

Any staff person, who visits consumers in their homes, must have a physical
examination within one (1) year prior to employment by a physician, or a nurse
practitioner or physician’s assistant under the direction of a physician. The report
must state that the staff person is capable of completing the work of an in-home
services aide/supervisor and is free from communicable disease.

4.4.12.4.

After the initial physical, any staff person, who visits consumers in their homes,
must have a health screen by an RN every other year thereafter indicating the
same.

4.4.12.5.

A Mantoux Intracutaneous PPD test (the tine test is not an acceptable alternative)
will be administered to any staff person, who visits consumers in their homes
within twelve (12) months prior to employment. The documentation of the test
must include the date administered, the date read and the results.

4.4.12.6.

The pre-employment PPD test must be a two-step tuberculin skin test, with a second
test one (1) to three (3) weeks after the first test, if the new staff person has had:

4.4.12.6.1.

No previous PPD test;

4.4.12.6.2.

An interval of more than twelve (12) months since his/her previous
negative PPD test or;

4.4.12.6.3.

A previous undocumented positive PPD test.

4.4.12.7.

Following initial testing, aides must update the required TB screen at least every
12 months including documentation that the individual is free from active M.
tuberculosis. However, as an alternative to annual testing, per Center for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) Guidelines, agencies can complete a TB Risk
Assessment Worksheet to determine the risk of TB for their employees in the
community. Specific information can be found at
http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/pdf/rr/rr5417.pdf
Link above is provided for your reference and is subject to change. It shall be the
responsibility of the vendor to determine and utilize the appropriate site for said
database.

4.4.12.8.

The TB Risk Assessment Worksheet can be found at
http://www.cdc.gov/tb/publications/guidelines/AppendixB_092706.pdf
Link above is provided for your reference and is subject to change. It shall be the
responsibility of the vendor to determine and utilize the appropriate site for said
database.

4.4.12.9.

Following completion of the TB Risk Assessment Worksheet, Proposers must then
determine their agency risk classification using the worksheet. The risk
classifications are based on CDC guidelines and can be found at
http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/rr5417a1.htm
Link above is provided for your reference and is subject to change. It shall be the
responsibility of the vendor to determine and utilize the appropriate site for said
database.

4.4.12.10. If the Proposer’s risk is determined to be low, then in lieu of annual TB testing of
aides, the Proposer only needs to conduct an annual health screen for TB infection
on each aide. The screen must include questions related to symptoms of active M.
tuberculosis and be completed by a physician or registered nurse. The TB Risk
Assessment Worksheet and TB Risk Classification must be completed annually and
kept on file in the agency’s office along with documentation of annual TB
screenings on each aide.
4.4.12.11. Any staff person, who visits consumers in their homes and has a previously
documented positive PPD test, must be screened for signs or symptoms of the
disease by a physician, or a nurse practitioner or physician’s assistant under the
direction of a physician. The health care professional must clear the staff person for
employment and identify a follow-up plan. At a minimum, this staff person must
have an annual TB screening and work clearance by a health care professional.
4.4.13. Communicable Diseases
4.4.13.1.

When caring for consumers with communicable diseases, LCAAA/AS expects
the Proposer to follow procedures recommended in the (CDC) guidelines and
Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA) regulations.

4.4.13.2.

Proposers are also expected to provide appropriate protective articles such as, but
not limited to, aprons, gloves and masks and to have in- services on universal
precautions.

4.4.13.3.

Based on CDC guidelines, Proposer will develop a written policy regarding
communicable diseases.

4.4.13.4.

Proposer will notify LCAAA/AS upon determining or learning from another
source that a consumer has a communicable disease.

4.4.14. Consumer Records
4.4.14.1.

Proposer will maintain standardized individual files for each consumer. The record
keeping system must ensure uniformity and consistency in documentation of the

service provision. Records must be in a secure location due to confidentiality.
4.4.14.2.

All entries by aides and the supervisor will be signed with their full signatures and
dated.

4.4.14.3.

Other electronic filing methods may be used with LCAAA/AS approval prior to
use. Files shall be maintained for three (3) years after services have ended with
the consumer.

4.4.14.4.

The consumer’s record must contain copies of the following information:

4.4.14.4.1.

SAMS service order(s);

4.4.14.4.2.

Care plan(s);

4.4.14.4.3.

The employee’s assignment including their name and start date of service.

4.4.14.4.4.

Documentation of each visit made to the consumer shall include the aide’s
daily log of service. This must indicate the arrival and departure times,
specific services provided and the signature for each date of service from the
consumer or a family member.

4.4.14.4.4.1.

The aide is prohibited from signing in lieu of consumer.

4.4.14.4.4.2.

Documentation from an automated time tracking system may
replace time sheets. LCAAA/AS must approve the method prior to
use.

4.4.14.4.5.

Aide’s comments and observations concerning the consumer’s condition and
his/her response to service, including the reporting of changes and/or
problems to the supervisor (office staff may document aides’ comments but
the documentation must be unedited). The aide is required to notify the
supervisor if the consumer is refusing the plan of care. Changes and/or problems
must be acknowledged by the supervisor. The Supervisor is then responsible
to notify LCAAA/AS care manager and/or supervisor.

4.4.14.4.6.

Documented statements of follow-up action taken by the supervisor,
including reporting consumer changes and/or problems to the
LCAAA/AS Care Manager, are to be obtained.

4.4.15. Consumer Confidentiality
4.4.15.1.

The security of consumer files shall be maintained.

4.4.15.2.

Every precaution will be pursued to maintain confidentiality of
consumer information, particularly when sharing with other Vendors.

4.4.15.2.1.

Only those portions of the care plan, which pertain to a specific service or
Vendor, will be communicated to the appropriate parties involved in
providing service to the consumer.

4.4.15.2.2.

Consumer permission must be obtained in writing, in order to share

this information.
4.4.16. Reimbursement
4.4.16.1.

An hour of service represents the time the employee spends directly with the
consumer in the home or providing direct services on behalf of the consumer. Time
spent traveling to and from a consumer’s home is not counted as service time,
except for time spent in shopping assistance.

4.4.16.2.

Amounts, frequencies and types of services provided in excess of or in
non- conformance with the Care Plan shall not be reimbursed by
LCAAA/AS unless authorized due to emergency.

4.4.16.3.

The actual amount of service ordered shall depend upon the need for service and
is at the discretion of a Care Manager and LCAAA/AS.

4.4.16.4.

The actual number of hours or service and the number of consumers to be
served may vary based on a consumers’ activity/status.
4.4.16.5. The final decision-making authority to initiate, continue, terminate,
increase or decrease service will rest with the Care Manager and/or
LCAAA/AS.
4.4.16.6.

Proposer shall invoice LCAAA/AS only for actual amounts of services
provided on a monthly basis, not to exceed the number of hours ordered.

4.4.16.7.

Unit rates shall be no higher than Proposer’s private pay fee schedule.

4.4.17. Units of Service
4.4.17.1.

Personal Care and Home Support is normally ordered in a one (1) hour
minimum block of time. One (1) unit Personal Care equals one (1) hour.

4.4.17.2.

Recording Partial Service Delivery: A unit of service equals one (1) hour.
Partial units of service delivery are to be recorded in quarter hour
increments including .25, .50 and .75 units.

4.4.18. Initiating Service
4.4.18.1.

Services shall be available seven (7) days per week, as prescribed by the
LCAAA/AS Care Manager, based on the consumer’s need.

4.4.18.2.

Referrals for Personal Care Services are initiated by OPTIONS Care
Management after the consumer has been assessed and deemed eligible
for services. The consumer chooses a provider from a monthly
Randomized Provider List of contracted vendors.

4.4.18.3.

Proposer will communicate 100% by phone or email within two (2)
business days to the LCAAA/AS Care Manager whether they have an aide
available. If communication is via email, it must be exchanged as secure.

4.4.18.4.

Proposer will accept 80% of new consumer referrals in the first contract year.

4.4.18.5.
4.4.18.6.

4.4.18.7.

Proposer will accept 90% of new consumer referrals in the subsequent contract
year.
Service delivery will be initiated within five (5) working days of receipt of
the service order.
In exceptional circumstances, service delivery will be expedited upon the verbal
request by a LCAAA/AS Care Management Supervisor. A secure follow-up
email will be sent for confirmation.

4.4.19. Scheduling
4.4.19.1.

To ensure responsive delivery of services, Proposer and LCAAA/AS Care
Manager have specific roles and must be in close communication. The
LCAAA/AS Care Manager develops the care plan specifying the level of
service, the total number of hours per day, the days and times, if appropriate, for
service and the tasks to be performed.

4.4.19.2.

All changes (increases, decreases, holds, continuations and terminations) will be
authorized by the LCAAA/AS Care Manager. Proposer will notify LCAAA/AS
Care Managers in writing when there is a pattern of deviation from the service as
ordered.

4.4.19.3.

Payment will be denied if service is provided in a fashion not specified in the care
plan or if an aide stays longer than the prescribed time without adequate
justification and Care Manager approval.

4.4.20. Back-Up Services
4.4.20.1.

Proposer will have sufficient numbers of designated alternate aides to deliver
service in the absence of the regular aide. To the extent possible, aides should
consistently provide services to the same consumers and report regularly at the
times and
days agreed upon.

4.4.20.2.

If the aide reports off duty, the Proposer shall offer the consumer a replacement
aide and record this action in the consumer’s file.

4.4.20.3.

If the Proposer chooses to staff a case with a more highly skilled employee,
Proposer may only bill at the contracted rate for personal care and home support.

4.4.21. Missed Services/Undelivered Hours
4.4.21.1.

Proposer will notify the consumer at least one (1) hour prior to service delivery
when a different aide is assigned.

4.4.21.2.

The Proposer will record this action in the consumer’s file.

4.4.21.3.

Proposer will notify the consumer and the LCAAA/AS Care Manager in a timely
manner if services cannot be provided on the day and/or at the time prescribed
and arrange for an alternative time.

4.4.21.4.

If Proposer is unable to provide alternative services for the consumer within a
safe and reasonable period, not to exceed three (3) working days, Proposer will
notify LCAAA/AS Care Manager and services will be arranged through another
Vendor.

4.4.21.5.

All notifications to the consumer’s LCAAA/AS Care Manager regarding
undelivered hours shall be documented.

4.4.21.6.

If a consumer does not allow entry to the home when the aide arrives, Proposer may
bill for one (1) hour of service.

4.4.21.6.1.

Proposer must notify LCAAA/AS Care Manager if there are three (3)
refusals of service within a three (3) month time period.

4.4.21.6.2.

The aide must document all refusals.

4.4.21.7.

Hours missed due to a consumer not being home may only be made up during the
same week in which they were missed as long as that week is in the same month as
the ordered service.

4.4.22. Emergencies
4.4.22.1.

Proposer will have a written contingency plan outlining emergency operation
procedures.

4.4.22.2.

The plan will include the following provision:

4.4.22.2.1.

4.4.22.3.

A LCAAA/AS Care Manager Supervisor shall be notified by 9:00 a.m. on
those days when service will be cancelled or reduced.

If services cannot be delivered because of severe weather conditions, or other
emergency, Proposer will contact each consumer to:

4.4.22.3.1.

Assess the consumer’s situation, safety, health and the availability of
adequate heat and food;

4.4.22.3.2.

Reschedule service.

4.4.22.4.

Proposer will immediately notify the LCAAA/AS Care Manager of any
consumer whose safety or health is jeopardized or who is without adequate
heat or food. A supervisor will be contacted if care manager cannot be
reached.

4.4.23. Coordination with Care Management Providers
4.4.23.1.

LCAAA/AS Care Managers have the primary responsibility for monitoring the
plan of care for each consumer.

4.4.23.2.

Changes in consumer’s functioning, health or situation will be reported to the
consumer’s LCAAA/AS Care Manager as soon as possible, but no later than the
end of the working day on which the change has been observed.

4.4.23.3.

Following hospitalization, services will resume only after the LCAAA/AS
Care Manager’s re-authorization.

4.4.23.4.

Issues with Service Deliveries or Orders should be brought to the attention of
the LCAAA/AS Care Manager for resolution prior to contacting LCAAA/AS
supervisor.

4.4.24. Exclusions
4.4.24.1.

It is prohibited for employees to accept gifts, bequests, loans, gratuities and
emoluments from consumers.

4.4.24.1.1.

This prohibition will appear in consumer’s signed agreements with staff, work
rules, handbooks, training, job descriptions, and personnel policies.

4.4.24.2.

Collection of voluntary contributions is specifically prohibited under this contract.

4.4.24.3.

Aides shall not possess keys to a consumer’s home.

4.4.24.4.

Transporting consumers in any personal vehicle is prohibited.

4.4.24.5.

Money management such as budgeting, paying bills and cashing checks is
prohibited.

4.4.24.6.

Violation of these rules is cause for dismissal of an aide by the Proposer and failure
of Proposer to enforce this prohibition is cause for termination of the contract.

4.4.25. Responsibilities/Expectations of LCAAA/AS
4.4.25.1.

LCAAA/AS will support Proposer in meeting service standards and
requirements by providing the following:

4.4.25.1.1. Timely communication and written correspondence regarding mandated
applicable Pennsylvania Department of Aging (PDA) and Lehigh County
requirements, and any changes to these requirements that occur during the
contract period;
4.4.25.1.2. Program monitoring and evaluation to assure compliance with PDA and
Lehigh County requirements specified in the terms of this contract;
4.4.25.1.3. Timely communication and written correspondence regarding the
outcome of program monitoring and evaluation activities;
4.4.25.1.4. Provide technical assistance as needed regarding program requirements.
4.5.

Qualifications / Experience
4.5.1.

Proposing Firm

4.5.1.1.
The proposing firm shall at a minimum:
4.5.1.1.1. Have a current valid license through the Pennsylvania Department of Health as a
Home Care Agency:

4.5.1.1.2.

have three (3) years’ experience in Pennsylvania providing in-home
personal care and home support services;

4.5.1.1.3.

have demonstrated past performance related to the ability to meet schedules
and deadlines
have demonstrated past exceptional performance related to developing
and implementing programming.

4.5.1.1.4.
4.5.1.2.

It is important to note that “proposing firm” refers to the company that would
enter into the Agreement with the County. To be considered, the proposing firm
must meet or exceed the benchmarks set forth above on its own merit. The
experience and qualifications of firms that the proposing firm will partner with in
the performance of this Program, cannot be used to bring a proposing firm’s less
than required experience and qualifications up to the benchmark. Also important
to note is that the County is not interested in a joint venture Program, but prefers
to enter into the Agreement with a single entity.

4.5.1.3.

Each proposing firm shall certify that it is not currently under suspension or
debarment by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or federal government. If
the proposing firm cannot so certify, then it shall submit a written explanation
of why such certification cannot be made.

4.5.2.
4.5.2.1.

Program Team
The program manager shall at a minimum:

4.5.2.1.1.

have three (3) years’ in-home personal care and home support
services experience in Pennsylvania;

4.5.2.1.2.

on past programs have demonstrated skills, technical knowledge, and
administrative capability to serve all the requirements of the proposed
program; and

4.5.2.1.3.

possess certifications, licenses and proficiency in the application
of requirements and guidelines as applicable.

4.5.2.2.

The Program team shall at a minimum:

4.5.2.2.1.

have three (3) years’ experience in in-home personal care and home
support services

4.5.2.2.2.

on past programs have demonstrated skills, technical knowledge, and
administrative capability to serve all the requirements of the proposed
program specifications.

4.5.3.
4.5.3.1

Incident/Complaint Procedures
Home Care Provider shall be responsible for reporting unusual incidents to the
Department of Health, Division of Licensing as defined in 6 PA Code Chapter 11,
Section 11.3 - Definitions and to submit the reports within the timeframes outlined
in 6 PA Code Chapter 11, Section 11.16 - Reporting of Unusual Incidents.

4.5.3.2

An incident/complaint is an occurrence of injury and/or damage to persons or
property or other significant untoward occurrence identified and reported by
the consumer, consumer’s family, worker or Vendor.

4.5.3.3 All incidents/complaints regarding OPTIONS consumers shall be documented and
reported to LCAAA/AS and the appropriate Care Manager within two (2) business
days of the occurrence.
4.5.3.4 Vendor shall investigate each incident or complaint and submit a written disposition
of the investigation and corrective action to LCAAA/AS within five (5) business
days of the occurrence.
4.5.3.5 Vendor shall document the resolution of the incident/complaint at the time the
incident/complaint is resolved but no later than thirty (30) days after initial
notification of the incident/complaint to LCAAA/AS. This documentation
shall be retained in the consumer’s file and a copy shall be sent to
LCAAA/AS.

4.5.3.6 Vendor and LCAAA/AS shall monitor consumer incidents/complaints for trends.
If patterns or trends are identified, LCAAA/AS and Vendor shall take appropriate
timely action to make system corrections.

4.6.

Responsibilities of Home Health Care Agency

4.6.1

Definitions- The following words and terms, when used in this chapter,
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
4.6.1.1 Act- The Health Care Facilities Act (35 P.S. §§448.101-448.904)
4.6.1.2 Administrator- A person who performs the functions as outlined in
§601.21(d) (relating to organization, services and administration) and is one of
the following:







A licensed physician
A registered nurse
Has training and experience in health service administration and
at least 1 year of supervisory or administrative experience in
home health care or related health programs.
Agency- An administrative unit that is responsible financially
and legally.
Bylaws- A set of rules adopted by a Home Health Care Agency
for governing the agency’s operation
Branch Office- A location or site from which a Home Health
Care Agency provides services within a portion of the total
geographic area served by the parent agency. The term includes
an office that is part of the Home Health Care Agency and is
sufficiently accessible to share administration, supervision and
services in a manner that renders it unnecessary for the branch
independently to meet the requirements of this subpart as a
Home Health Care Agency



Clinical Note- A dated written notation by a member of the health

team of a single contact with a patient, containing a description of
signs and symptoms, treatment or drug given, the patient’s
reaction and changes in physical or emotional condition.












Department- The Department of Health of the Commonwealth.
Health Team- Persons associated with the agency and assigned to
a particular patient to provide services.
Home health aide- A nonprofessional person who has completed a

minimum of 60 hours of classroom instruction prior to or during
the first 3 months of employment.
The term includes aides who are carefully trained in methods of
assisting patients to achieve maximum self-reliance, principles of
nutrition and meal preparation, the aging process and emotional
problems of illness, changes in patient’s condition that should be
reported, work of the agency and the health team, ethics,
confidentiality and record keeping.
Home Health Agency- An organization or part thereof staffed and
equipped to provide skilled nursing and at least 1 therapeutic
service—physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech pathology,
medical social services or home health aides—to disabled, aged,
injured or sick persons on a part-time or intermittent basis in their
place of residence. The term includes an agency that also provides
other health-related services to protect and maintain persons in
their own homes.
Licensed Practical Nurse- A practical nurse who holds a current and
valid license to practice in this Commonwealth under the Practical Nurse
Law (63 P.S. §§651—667).
Occupational therapist – A person who is currently licensed as an
occupational therapist in this Commonwealth under the Occupational
Therapy Act (63 P.S. §§1501— 1519).

Occupational therapist assistant- A person who is currently
licensed as an occupational therapist assistant in this
Commonwealth, under the Occupational Therapy Act (63 P.S.
§§1501—1519).



Parent Home Health Care Agency – The agency that develops and
maintains administrative control of subunits or branch offices. The
term includes a subdivision which has subunits or branches.



Part-time intermittent services – Services which are provided for
less than 8 hours a day or less than 40 hours a week.



Pharmacist – A person who is currently licensed as a pharmacist in
this Commonwealth under the Pharmacy Act (63 P.S. §§390-1—39013).
Physical Therapist – A person who is currently licensed as a physical
therapist in this Commonwealth under the Physical Therapy Practice Act
(63 P.S. §§1301—1312).
Physical Therapist Assistant – A person who is currently licensed as a
physical therapist assistant in this Commonwealth under the Physical
Therapy Practice Act (63 P.S. §§1301—1312).






Physician – A Doctor of Medicine or Doctor of Osteopathy who holds a
current valid license to practice in this Commonwealth.



Primary Home Health Care Agency – The agency that is
responsible for the service rendered to patients and for
implementation of the plan of treatment.



Progress note – A dated, written notation by a member of the health team
summarizing facts about care and the patient’s response during a given
period of time.
Registered Nurse – A person licensed to practice professional nursing
under the Professional Nursing Law (63 P.S. §§211—225).











Secretary – The Secretary of the Department.
Skilled nursing services – High intensity comprehensive, planned service
provided with maximum efficiency by a registered professional nurse in
instances where judgment is required, or by a licensed practical nurse
under the supervision of a registered nurse.
Social work assistant – A person who has a baccalaureate degree in social
work, psychology, sociology or other field related to social work, or 2
years of social work experience in a health care setting.
Social worker – A person who has a master’s degree from a school of
social work accredited by the Council on Social Work Education, and
has 1 year of social work experience in a health care setting.

Speech pathologist/audiologist – A person who meets 1 of the
following:
a.
The education and experience requirements for a Certificate of

b.






Clinical Competence in the appropriate area—speech pathology
or audiology—granted by the American Speech and Hearing
Association.
The educational requirements for certification and is in the
process of accumulating the supervised experience required for
certification.

Subdivision – A component of multi-function health agency, such as the
home care department of a hospital or the nursing division of a health
department, which independently meets the requirements of this subpart
for Home Health Care Agencies.
Subunit – A semi-autonomous organization, which serves patients in a
geographic area different from that of the parent agency.
Summary report – A compilation of the pertinent factors from the clinical
notes and progress notes regarding a patient, which is submitted to the
patient’s physician.

4.6.2 Ownership
4.6.2.1 The owner of a Home Health Care Agency may be an individual,
partnership, association, corporation or a combination thereof. The
following apply to Home Health Care Agencies according to the mode
of ownership:



Individual Ownership – A complete list of names and addresses of
the owners of the Home Health Care Agency shall be submitted
with the application. When death occurs to a person who was a
sole owner of a Home Health Care Agency, the executor or
administrator of the estate may apply for, and the Department may,
after review, transfer a license for the Home Health Care Agency.



Partnerships – A complete list of names and addresses of the owners of
the Home Health Care Agency, general partners and partners
responsible for the management of the Home Health Care Agency shall
be submitted with the application. When a license is issued to a
partnership and 1 or more of the partners die, the executor or
administrator of the deceased’s estate, together with the surviving
partners may apply for a new license. After review the Department
may transfer the license.
Association or Corporation – A complete list of names and addresses of
the officers, directors, principal stockholders, either beneficial or of
record, of the corporate owner and of the parent corporation, if
applicable, and of the persons in charge who are responsible for the
management of the Home Health Care Agency, shall be submitted with
the application. Ownership interest of 5.0% or more – direct or indirect
– shall be disclosed.



4.6.2.2 The Department shall be notified in writing within 30 days whenever a
change in the partners, officers, directors, principal stockholders or
persons in charge of a Home Health Care Agency owned by a
partnership or corporation has taken place.
4.7 Licensure

4.7.1

Proposer must have a current and valid license to operate as a Home Health
Care Agency.

4.7.2

The Home Health Care Agency shall report yearly to the Department, on forms
issued by the Department, statistical information the Department may request.
Home Health Care Agencies certified as providers by the Department to the
Federal government for purposes of the Medicare program, shall be deemed to
comply with this subpart upon compliance with subsections (a)—(c)
The current license shall be posted in a conspicuous place in the Home Health
Care Agency.

4.7.3
4.7.4

Cross Reference
This section cited in 28 Pa. Code §601.2 (relating to affected Home Health Care Agencies).

4.7.5

Responsibilities of Home Health Care Agency

4.7.5.1 The owner shall be responsible for meeting the minimum standards for
operation of a Home Health Care Agency as set forth by the Department

and by other State and local agencies responsible for the health, welfare
and safety of the patients.
4.7.5.2 When services for the administration or management of the Home Health Care
Agency or for the provision of patient care are purchased, the owner shall be
responsible for insuring compliance with this title and regulations for other
appropriate agencies.

4.7.5.3 The owner, administrator or designee shall immediately report, by
telephone to the Department and by a written follow-up report as soon as
possible, a catastrophic incident, such as fire or flood, or an incident
which may cause interruption or cessation of the delivery of services, or
another interruption of Home Health Care Agency services which would
affect the health and safety of the patients.
4.8 Governance and Management
4.8.1

Writing requirements. Organization, services provided, administrative
control and lines of authority for the delegation of responsibility to the
patient care level shall be clearly set forth in writing and shall be readily
identifiable. Administrative and supervisory functions may not be delegated
to another agency or organization and services not provided directly shall be
monitored and controlled by the primary agency, including services provided
through subunits of the parent agency. If an agency has subunits,
appropriate administrative records shall be maintained for each subunit. The
subunit, by virtue of the lack of accessibility between it and the parent
agency, is judged incapable of sharing administration, supervision and
services on a daily basis with the parent agency and shall independently
meet this subpart.
4.8.2 Services provided. Part-time or intermittent skilled nursing services and at
least one other therapeutic service—physical therapy, occupational therapy,
speech pathology, medical social services or home health aides—shall be
made available on a visiting basis, in a place of residence used as a patient’s
home. A Home Health Care Agency shall provide at least one of the
qualifying services directly through agency employees, but may provide, by
written contract, the second qualifying service and additional services under
arrangements with another agency or organization.
4.8.3 Governing body. A governing body or designated persons so functioning
shall assume full legal authority and responsibility for the operation of the
agency. The governing body shall appoint a qualified administrator, arrange
for professional advice— see § 601.22 (relating to agency evaluation and
review)—adopt and periodically review written bylaws, and oversee the
management and fiscal affairs of the agency.
4.8.4 Administrator. The administrator, who may also be the supervising
physician or registered nurse—see subsection (e)—shall organize and direct
the agency’s ongoing functions; maintain ongoing liaison among the
governing body, the group of professional personnel and the staff, employ
qualified personnel and ensure adequate staff education and evaluations;
ensure the accuracy of public information materials and activities; and
implement an effective budgeting and accounting system. A qualified person

shall be authorized in writing to act in the absence of the administrator.
4.8.5

Supervising physician or registered nurse. The skilled nursing and other therapeutic
services provided shall be under the supervision and direction of a physician or a
registered nurse with at least 1 year of nursing experience. This person, or a
similarly qualified alternate, shall be available at all times during the operating
hours and participate in activities relevant to the professional services provided,
including the development of qualifications and assignments of personnel.

4.8.6

Personnel policies. Personnel practices shall be supported by appropriate,
written personnel policies. Personnel records shall include job descriptions,
qualifications, licensure, performance evaluations, health examinations and
documentation of orientation provided. Records shall be kept current.
Civil rights.
Home Health Care Agencies shall comply with the
Pennsylvania Human Relations Act (43 P.S. §§951—963) and 16 Pa. Code
Part II Subpart A (relating to the Human Relations Commission).
Coordination of patient services. Personnel providing services shall maintain
liaison to assure their efforts effectively complement one another and
support the objectives outlined in the plan of treatment. The clinical record
or minutes of case conferences shall establish that effective interchange,
reporting and coordinated patient evaluation does occur. A written summary
report for each patient shall be sent to the attending physician at least every
60 days.

4.8.7

4.8.8

4.8.9 Institutional planning. The Home Health Care Agency, under the direction of the
governing body, and in conjunction with representatives of the administrative and
health professional staff, shall prepare an overall plan and budget.
Cross References
This section cited in 28 Pa. Code § 601.6 (relating to definitions).

4.9 Agency Evaluation and Review
4.9.1 Annual policy review. Professional personnel, which includes at least one
physician and one registered nurse with appropriate representation from
other professional disciplines, shall establish and annually review the
agency’s policies governing scope of services offered, admission and
discharge policies, medical supervision and plans of treatment, emergency
scope of services offered, medical care, clinical records, personnel
qualifications and program evaluation.
4.9.2 Advisory and evaluation function. The group of professional personnel shall
meet at least annually to advise the agency on professional issues, to
participate in the evaluation of the agency’s program and to assist the
agency in maintaining liaison with other health care providers in the
community and in its community information program. Its meetings shall be
documented by dated minutes.
4.9.3 Annual program evaluation. The Home Health Care Agency shall have
written policies requiring an overall evaluation of the agency’s total program
at least once a year by the group of professional personnel or a committee of
this group, home health care agency staff and consumers; or by professional
people outside the agency working in conjunction with consumers. The
evaluation shall consist of an overall policy and administrative review and a

4.9.4

4.9.5

clinical record review. The evaluation shall assess the extent to which the
agency’s program is appropriate, adequate, effective and efficient. Results
of the evaluation shall be reported to and acted upon by those responsible for
the operation of the agency and shall be maintained separately as
administrative record.
As part of the evaluation process, the policies and administrative practices of
the agency shall be reviewed to determine the extent to which they promote
patient care that is appropriate, adequate, effective and efficient.
Mechanisms shall be established in writing of the collection of pertinent
data to assist in evaluation. The data to be considered may include, but are
not limited to: Number of patients receiving each service offered, number of
patient visits, reasons for discharge, breakdown by diagnosis, sources of
referral, number of patients not accepted with reasons and total staff days for
each service offered.
Clinical record review. At least quarterly, appropriate health professionals,
representing at least the scope of the program, shall review a sample of both
active and closed clinical records to assure that established policies are
followed in providing services—direct services as well as services under
arrangement. There shall be a continuing review of clinical records for each
60-day period that a patient receives home health care services to determine
adequacy of the plan of treatment and appropriateness of continuation of
care.

Cross Reference
This section cited in 28 Pa. Code § 601.21 (relating to organization, services and administrations).

4.10 Scope of Services- Acceptance of patients, plan of treatment and medical supervision

4.10.1 Patient acceptance. Patients shall be accepted for treatment on the basis of
a reasonable expectation that the patient’s medical, nursing and social
needs can be met adequately by the agency in the patient’s place of
residence. Patient care shall follow a written plan of treatment established
and periodically reviewed by the attending physician, and patient care shall
continue under the supervision of the attending physician.
4.10.2 Plan of treatment. The plan of treatment shall be developed in consultation
with the agency staff and shall cover pertinent diagnoses, including mental
status, types of services and equipment required, frequency of visits,
prognosis, rehabilitation potential, functional limitations, activities
permitted, nutritional requirements, medications and treatments, safety
measures to protect against injury, instructions for timely discharge or
referral and other appropriate items. If an attending physician refers a
patient under a plan of treatment, which cannot be completed until after an
evaluation visit, the attending physician shall be consulted to approve
additions or modifications to the original plan. Orders for therapy services
shall include the specific procedures and modalities to be used and the
amount, frequency and duration of the procedures and modalities. The

therapist and other agency personnel shall participate in developing the plan
of treatment.
4.10.3 Periodic review of plan of treatment. The total plan of treatment shall be
reviewed by the attending physician and home health care agency
personnel as often as the severity of the patient’s condition requires, but at
least once every 60 days. Agency professional staff shall promptly alert he
physician to changes that suggest a need to alter the plan of
treatment.
4.10.4 Conformance with physician’s orders. Prescriptions and nonprescription (overthe- counter) drugs, devices, medications and treatments, shall be administered
by agency staff in accordance with the written orders of the physician.
Prescription drugs and devices shall be prescribed by a licensed physician.
Only licensed pharmacists shall dispense drugs and devices. Licensed
physicians may dispense drugs and devices to the patients who are in their
care. The licensed nurse or other individual, who is authorized by appropriate
statutes and the State Boards in the Bureau of Professional and Occupational
Affairs, shall immediately record and sign oral orders and obtain the
physician’s countersignature within 7 days. Agency staff shall check medicines
a patient may be taking to identify possibly ineffective drug therapy or adverse
reactions, significant side effects, drug allergies, and contraindicated
medication, and shall promptly report problems to the physician.

Source
The provisions of this § 601.31 corrected February 13, 1987, effective April 23, 1987, 17 Pa. B.
718. Immediately preceding text appears as serial pages (113300) to (113301).
Cross References
This section cites in 28 Pa. Code § 601.36 (relating to clinical records).

4.11 Skilled Nursing Service

4.11.1 Supervision. The Home Health Care Agency shall provide skilled nursing
services by or under the supervision of a registered nurse and in accordance
with the plan of treatment.
4.11.2 Duties of the registered nurse. The registered nurse shall make the initial
evaluation visit, regularly reevaluate the patient’s nursing needs, initiate the
plan of treatment and necessary revisions, provide services requiring
substantial specialized nursing skill, initiate appropriate preventive and
rehabilitative nursing procedures, prepare clinical and progress notes,
coordinate service, inform the physician and other personnel of changes in
the patient’s condition and needs, counsel the patient and family in meeting
nursing and related needs, participate in in-service programs and supervise
and teach other nursing personnel.
4.11.3 Duties of the licensed practical nurse. The licensed practical nurse shall
provide services in accordance with agency policies, prepare clinical and
progress notes, assist the physician or registered nurse in performing
specialized procedures, prepare equipment and materials for treatments,

observing aseptic technique as required and assist the patient in learning
appropriate self‐care techniques.
4.12 Therapy Services
4.12.1 Qualified therapist. Therapy services offered by the Home Health Care
Agency directly or under agreement shall be given by a qualified therapist
or by a qualified therapist assistant under the supervision of a qualified
therapist in accordance with the plan of treatment. The qualified therapist
shall assist the physician in evaluating level of function, help develop the
plan of treatment—revising as necessary—prepared clinical and progress
notes, advise and consult with the family and other agency personnel and
participate in in-service programs.
4.12.2 Supervision of occupational therapy assistant. Services provided by a
qualified occupational therapy assistant may be furnished under the
supervision of a qualified occupational therapist.
4.12.3 Supervision of speech therapy services. Speech therapy services shall be
provided only by or under supervision of a qualified speech pathologist or
audiologist.
4.13 Medical Social Services
Medical social services, when provided, shall be given by a qualified social
worker or by a qualified social work assistant under the supervision of a
qualified social worker, and in accordance with the plan of treatment. The
social worker shall assist the physician and other team members in
understanding the significant social and emotional factors related to the health
problems, participate in the development of the plan of treatment, prepare
clinical and progress notes, work with the family, utilize appropriate
community resources, participate in discharge planning, and in-service
programs and act as a consultant to other agency personnel.
4.14 Home Health Aide Services
4.14.1 Selection of aides. Home health aides shall be selected on the basis of such
factors as a sympathetic attitude towards the care of the sick, ability to
carry out directions, maturity and ability to deal effectively with the
demands of the job. Aides shall be carefully trained in methods of assisting
patients to achieve maximum self-reliance, principles of nutrition and meal
preparation, the aging process and emotional problems of illness,
procedures for maintaining a clean, healthful and pleasant environment,
changes in patient’s condition that should be reported, work of the agency
and the health team, ethics, confidentiality and record keeping. They shall
be closely supervised to assure their competence in providing care.
4.14.2 Assignment and duties of the home health aide. The home health aide shall
be assigned to a particular patient by a registered nurse. Written
instructions for patient shall be prepared by a registered nurse or therapist
as appropriate. Duties shall include the performance of simple procedures

as an extension of therapy services, personal care, ambulation and exercise,
household services essential to health care at home, assistance with
medications that are ordinarily self-administered, reporting changes in the
patient’s conditions and needs and completing appropriate records.
4.14.3 Supervision. The registered nurse, or appropriate professional staff
member, if other services are provided, shall make a supervisory visit to
the patient’s residence at least every 2 weeks, either when the aide is
present to observe and assist, or when the aide is absent, to assess
relationships and determine whether goals are being met.
4.15 Clinical Records
4.15.1 Maintenance and content of records. A clinical record containing pertinent past
and current findings in accordance with accepted professional standards shall
be maintained for every patient receiving home health care services. In
addition to the plan of treatment—see §601.31(b)(relating to acceptance of
patients, plan of treatment and medical supervision)—the record shall contain
appropriate identifying information; name of physician; drug and dietary
treatment; activity orders; signed and dated clinical and progress notes by the
individual who delivered the service—clinical notes are written the day service
is rendered and incorporated into the clinical record no less often than weekly;
copies of summary reports sent to the physician; and a discharge summary.
4.15.2 Retention of records. Clinical records shall be retained for 7 years after
discharge of the patient. Policies shall provide for retention even if the home
health agency discontinues operations. If the patient is transferred to another
home health care agency, a copy of the record or abstract shall accompany the
patient.
4.15.3 Protection of records. Information contained in the patient’s record shall be
privileged and confidential. Clinical record information shall be safeguarded
against loss or unauthorized use. Written procedures shall govern use and
removal of records and conditions for release of information. The patient’s
written consent shall be required for release of information outside the home
health care agency, except as otherwise provided by law or third-party
contractual arrangements.

4.16 Program Timeline
The successful Proposer(s) will be required to begin the work by July 1, 2019 upon receipt
of the County’s issuance of the notice to proceed.

SECTION 5 - Proposal Format and Content
5.1.

Submission of Proposal
Proposals being submitted must include one (1) original and four (4) copies printed on
8½” x 11” paper, and one (1) electronic copy on flash drive. P r o p o s a l s m u s t
identify services to be contracted with corresponding Budget
a n d R a t e i n f o r m a t i o n . The Proposals with the Budget and Rate Sheet must
be submitted to: Lehigh County Office of Aging and Adult Services, c/o Tracy
MacDonald, Lehigh County Government Center, 17 S. 7th Street, Allentown, PA 18101.
The original Proposal shall be marked “original” and each copy and the flash drive of
the Proposal must be a complete copy of the original including all attachments and
appendixes.
Each Proposal section enumerated in paragraph 5.3 – 5.11 must be clearly identified and
tabbed in the submitted Proposal.

5.2.

Proposal Format
The County discourages overly lengthy and costly proposals; however, Proposers
should follow the format set out herein and provide all of the information requested. For a
Proposal to be considered, Proposers must follow the instructions outlined in this RFP.

5.3.

Transmittal Letter
Proposals shall include a brief letter which provides the company’s name; address of the
main office and any branch offices; telephone and fax number for each office; name, title,
telephone number, fax number, and email address of the company’s contact person for this
the Proposal;
a statement that the Proposal is in response to this RFP; and the signature,
typed name,
and title of an individual who has actual authority* to commit the
Proposer to the Proposal. The transmittal letter shall also include an acknowledgement of
each RFP addendum received (if applicable), and a statement that the Price Proposal is
valid for at minimum n i n e t y (90) days from the Proposal opening date.
*Proposals by individuals must be signed personally, with name typed below signature, and
witnessed. A complete address and trade name must be provided. Proposals by
partnerships must include the typed names and business address of all partners and the
trade name of the company. The Proposal must be signed by at least one general partner,
whose signature must be witnessed. Proposals by corporations must include the typed
name of the corporation, the State of incorporation, and the principal officer of the
corporation. The Proposal
must be signed by the President or Vice-President (or by an
officer or agent duly authorized to bind the corporation to a contract, proof of whose
corporate authority shall be attached), and attested by the Secretary, Assistant Secretary,
or Treasurer of the corporation.

5.4.

Understanding of the Services
Proposers must provide a comprehensive narrative statement that illustrates their
understanding of the requirements of the Services, and illustrates how their methodology
will serve to accomplish the work and meet the County’s schedule. Proposers must
describe how they will approach the Services; describe the methods and frequency of
interface between your program team members and the County’s program team members
in performing the Services; and indicate how often the program manager and the program
team members will be on site in the performance of Services.

5.5.

Qualification Statement
5.5.1.

Each Proposal shall include, at minimum, the following information about the company:

5.5.1.1.

The number of years the company has been in business.

5.5.1.2.

The number of years the company has provided in-home personal care and
home support services.

5.5.1.3.

The type of organization of the company. (i.e. Corporation, Partnership,
Sole Proprietorship).

5.5.1.4.

The names and titles of the company’s principles.

5.5.1.5.

The company’s most recent annual report or the company’s most recent income
statement, balance sheet, and statement of cash flow accompanied by an
auditor’s report attesting to the accuracy of these financial statements.

5.5.2.

The following questions should be answered thoroughly as part of the Proposal:

5.5.2.1.

What is the company’s main business focus?

5.5.2.2.

What are the strengths of the company and how will the County benefit from
those strengths?

5.5.3.

Each Proposal shall address the company’s qualifications for the development
and completion of the Services based on the following:

5.5.3.1.

List and describe the company’s experience with federal, state or local government
in- home personal care and home support programs as well as other private or nonprofit in- home personal care and home support service programs. For each listed
program include: name and location of program; reference contact name; and
telephone number; email address; annual expenditure for a minimum of the past
three years; planned contract completion date and actual program completion date;
and summary description of the program.

5.5.3.2.

Include one monitoring report that was supplied to each agency/government.

5.5.3.3.

Provide a sample admission packet for a new consumer.

5.5.3.4.

Identify the program manager and submit this individual’s credentials
(work/program experience and education), evidencing the experience required in
Section 4, Clause 4.5.2.1 herein. Include the Proposer’s competency
requirements for employment eligibility. List the names and titles of your
planned program team members and describe their individual levels of
experience and expertise with this type of program, evidencing the experience
required in Section 4, Clause 4.5.2.1 herein. Include an organizational chart
showing the reporting structure of the team members.
Describe the company’s capacity to execute the Services within the proposed
schedule. Describe the company’s willingness and ability to commit personnel to
meet the scope and schedule of the Services. (Include a list of current programs

5.5.3.5.

and the anticipated completion dates of these programs.)
5.5.4.

5.6.

Each Proposal shall address the licensure requirements for the company and licensure
requirements as they pertain to specific employees and their roll in the company.

Conflict of Interest
5.6.1.

Each Proposal shall include a conflict of interest statement indicating whether or not
any principals in the company, their spouse, or their child is employed by the County of
Lehigh, and whether or not the company or any individuals providing Services has a
possible conflict of interest, and, if so, the nature of that conflict. Furthermore,
Proposers shall complete the Non-Collusion Affidavit Form attached to this RFP as
Attachment B and submit an executed copy with its Technical Proposal.

5.6.2.

To preserve the integrity of County employees and elected officials and to maintain
public confidence in the RFP process, the County prohibits the solicitation or
acceptance of anything of value by a County employee or elected official from any
person seeking to initiate or maintain a business relationship with County departments,
boards, commissions, and agencies.

5.6.3.

Proposers shall not pay any salaries, commissions, fees, or make any payments or
rebates to any employee, elected official of the County or their designees. Nor shall
any Proposer favor any employee, elected official of the County or their designees with
gifts or entertainment of significant cost or value, or with services or goods sold at less
than full market value.

5.6.4.

The County reserves the right to disqualify a Proposer or cancel an award of the
Agreement if any interest disclosed from any source could either give the appearance of
a conflict or cause speculation as to the objectivity of the program to be performed by
the Proposer. The County’s determination regarding any question of conflict of interest
shall be final.

5.7.

Subcontractors
5.7.1.

Subcontractors will not be allowed.

5.8.

Insurance
Each Proposer must provide with its Proposal a sample certificate of insurance evidencing,
at minimum, the insurance coverage types and levels set forth in the Proposed Form of
Agreement and General Conditions.

5.9.

Counter Terms
The Proposer shall specify any exceptions or objections taken to this RFP or the
Proposed Form of Agreement and General Conditions, attached hereto as Attachment A, for
the County to consider when evaluating the Proposal. Each provision the Proposer takes
exception to shall be specifically identified (including a citation to the paragraph such
provision is found) with the Proposer’s suggested modification. It is understood that the
Proposer takes no exception to the provisions of the RFP and form of Agreement not
specifically identified as an exception or objection in this section of its Proposal.

5.10.

Alternative Proposals
Proposers are encouraged to review the scope of Services created by the County and

the various task requirements called for within the scope of the Specification. If the
Proposer believes that there are alternate methods for meeting any of the RFP
requirements different than those envisioned by the County, the Proposer should detail
these and submit them as a separate section within the Proposal.
5.11.

Price Proposal (the Price Proposal shall be submitted in a separate sealed envelope
for the hard copy and a separate flash drive for the electronic version)

5.11.1. Price Proposals must include each service and each service must be listed separately.
5.11.1.1. See Attachment C
5.11.2. Proposers are to take into account the project funding available for the services
outlined herein as identified in Section 4 – Specifications. /refer to Attachment A,
Proposed Form of Agreement and General Conditions, Clause 11, for further details
pertaining to funding and allocation.

SECTION 6 - Evaluation Criteria and Process
6.1.

A committee of County personnel representing the functions of the Lehigh County Area
Agency on Aging will review and evaluate Proposals submitted in response to this RFP
(“Evaluation Committee”). The proceedings of the Evaluation Committee are confidential.
Members of the Evaluation Committee are not to be contacted by the Proposers. All
communication between a Proposer and the County shall be through Tracy MacDonald,
Program Analyst.

6.2.

Proposals will be evaluated against the following criteria using a pass/fail determination.

6.3.

6.2.1.

Financial stability of the Proposer (based on our examination of the required
financial statements).

6.2.2.

Compliance with the essential minimum experience and qualifications of the Proposer.

6.2.3.

Compliance with the essential minimum experience and qualifications of the
program team members.

6.2.4.

Evidence of sufficient levels of insurance coverage.

Proposals must pass this first tier evaluation to move on to the second tier
evaluation described below.
6.3.1. Proposals will be evaluated against the following criteria using point-rated scoring.
6.3.1.1.
Ability (Resource Commitment) – The Proposer’s ability to perform the required
service expeditiously. The Proposer must have the resources to be capable of
meeting the required program completion schedule.
6.3.1.2.

Competence (Qualifications of Personnel) – The Proposer’s competence in
performing the required service as indicated by the training, education and
experience of the personnel assigned to the program team. The Proposer must have
in their possession all appropriate and required certifications, permits, and licenses.

6.3.1.3.

Past Performance – The Proposer’s past performance on similar programs. If the
County cannot verify references based on the information provided in the Proposal,

the scoring for this criteria factor may be affected.
6.3.1.4.

Quality and Feasibility (Technical & Organizational Approach) – The quality and
feasibility of the Technical Proposal and the Proposer’s understanding of the
program’s requirements and the overall goals and objectives of the program.

6.3.1.5.

Proposal Content/Format – The Proposal’s compliance with the content and format
requirements of the RFP.

6.3.1.6.

Price

ATTACHMENT A
THIS AGREEMENT (“Agreement”) is entered into by and between the County of Lehigh with offices
at Lehigh County Government Center, 17 S. 7th Street, Allentown, Pennsylvania, 18101 (hereinafter
“County”) and Vendor with offices at [
] (hereinafter “Vendor”).
Background
The County desires to engage the Vendor for the delivery of in-home personal care and home support
services in accordance with the requirements set forth in the County’s Request for Proposal 2019-2024
inclusive of all addendums (“RFP”), and Vendor’s Proposal thereto dated Month Day, Year, both of
which are incorporated in this Agreement by reference.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants contained herein, and
intending to be legally bound hereby, the parties agree as follows:
1. Definitions
Capitalized terms not defined herein shall have the meaning set forth in the RFP.
2. Engagement
Subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement, the County hereby engages the Vendor to
perform the Services set forth in the RFP on behalf of the County consistent with the terms of this
Agreement.
3. Term of Agreement
This Agreement shall be effective July 1, 2019 through June 30, 2024 unless terminated in accordance
with the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
4. Scope of Work
4.1.

The Services shall be in accordance with RFP 2019-2024.

4.2.

The following County employee(s) are hereby authorized to place orders under this
Agreement:
4.2.1.

Clayton Reed, JR

4.2.2.

Tracy MacDonald

5. Time is of the Essence
Time is of the essence in the performance of this Agreement. The schedule for the performance of
Services is identified in RFP 2019-2024. If the completion of Services is delayed, the County reserves
the right, without liability, and in addition to its other rights and remedies, to terminate this Agreement by
notice, and to procure substitute Services from another vendor. The Vendor shall reimburse the County
for the costs to procure substitute Services.

6. Fees
As set forth in Vendor’s Price Proposal dated
F i n a l Offer dated
. See Attachment C.

, including the Best &

7. Notices and Program Manager
All necessary coordination and communication required to carry out this Agreement, including meetings
between the parties, as well as all written notices, shall be done through the individuals indicated below.
Written notices shall be effective when delivered by hand, or if sent by registered or certified mail, or
verified facsimile, or by confirmed courier to the address of each party indicated below.
Attention

Address

Telephone
Fax
Email

County:
Tracy MacDonald
Program Analyst

Vendor:

Lehigh County Aging and Adult Services
17 S. 7th Street
Allentown, PA 18101
610-782-3687
610-820-2028
tracymacdonald@lehighcounty.org

Written notices shall be copied to: Lehigh County Aging and Adult Services, Attn: Tracy MacDonald,
Lehigh County Government Center, 17 S. 7th Street, Allentown, PA 18101.
8. Invoicing / Payment
8.1.

Invoices must reference the contract number. Original invoices shall be submitted via
mail to: Lehigh County Aging and Adult Services, Attn: Fiscal Manager, Government
Center, 17 S. 7th Street, Allentown, PA 18101.
8.1.1. Vendor may submit invoices by the 10th of the following month for Services properly
performed under this Agreement. No advance payments or billings are allowed.
Payment by the County shall require the submittal of an itemized invoice. Invoices
shall contain at a minimum the following information:
8.1.1.1. Consumer’s first and last name, and date of birth ;
8.1.1.2. Type of service provided;
8.1.1.3. Date(s) of service;

8.1.1.4. Number of hours for each date of service;
8.1.1.5. The Personal Care/Home Support Aides name for each date of service;
8.1.1.6. A cover page summary of the number of hours of service provided for all
consumers.
8.1.1.7. The cover page for the invoice should indicate:
8.1.1.8. The date of the invoice and month in which services were provided;
8.1.1.9. The total number of hours of service provided for personal care and home support;
8.1.1.10. The contracted rate for service;
8.1.1.11. The amount owed for personal care;
8.1.1.12. The amount owed for home support;
8.1.1.13. The total dollar amount due for the month for all service provided.
8.2.

The County shall render payment within forty-five (45) days of the County’s receipt of a
properly prepared invoice. Payment shall be considered made when the County mails the
check.
9. Insurance
9.1.

9.2.

The Vendor, at its sole expense, shall carry and maintain, in full force at all times during the
term of this Agreement, the following insurance coverages:
9.1.1.

Comprehensive General Liability insurance covering bodily injury and property
damage with limits of not less than $1,000,000 per occurrence and $1,000,000
aggregate;

9.1.2.

Commercial Automobile Liability insurance with a combined single limit of not less
than $1,000,000;

9.1.3.

Professional Liability insurance with limits of not less than $1,000,000 per occurrence
and $2,000,000 aggregate;

9.1.4.

Umbrella/Excess Liability insurance with limits of not less than $5,000,000 per
occurrence and $5,000,000 aggregate; and

9.1.5.

Worker’s Compensation a n d E m p l o y e r ’ s L i a b i l i t y I nsurance in statutory
limits;

Prior to the commencement of the performance of Services, Vendor shall furnish to the
County a certificate of insurance evidencing all required coverage with at least the limits
required herein, naming the County of Lehigh, its elected officials, agents, and employees
as

Additional Insured for “ongoing operations” and “products and completed operations” for a
period of three (3) years after final payment under the Commercial General Liability
Coverage. Coverage should be provided by ISO Endorsements CG20 10 07 04 and CG2037
07 04 or their equivalent. Vendor’s Commercial General Liability and Umbrella/Excess
Policy shall be Primary to and will not require contribution from any other insurance under
which the Additional Insured is a Named Insured. To the fullest extent permitted by
applicable state law, all policies shall contain a Waiver of Subrogation Clause. The County
of Lehigh reserves the right to waive the waiver of subrogation for any and all
worker’s compensation policies that are provided under the State Worker’s Insurance Fund
(SWIF). The Certificate shall note the program and provide that no policies may be cancelled
without thirty (30) days advance notice to the County. Such certificate shall be issued to:
Lehigh County Aging and Adult Services, Attn: Fiscal Manager, 17 S. 7th Street, Allentown,
PA 18101. All insurance policies shall be in effect with companies holding an A.M. Best
rating of “A-” or better or financial rating of IX or better with the A.M. Best’s
Company Key Rating, Guide Latest Edition and shall be licensed or authorized to do
business in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Such companies shall also be acceptable
to the County. Said policies shall remain in full force and effect until the expiration of
the terms of the Agreement or until completion of all duties to be performed hereunder
by the Vendor, whichever shall occur later.
10. Precedence
Where a conflict exists between the RFP and the Vendor’s Proposal, the Vendor shall provide the higher
quality or quantity of Services except as specifically addressed in this Agreement. Where a conflict exists
between these General Conditions and RFP or the Vendor’s Proposal, the terms of these General
Conditions shall prevail.
11. Availability of Appropriated Funds
The parties agree that any and all payments due from the County, as required under the terms of the
Agreement, are contingent upon the availability of appropriated funds.
12. Taxes
The County is exempt from all Federal excise and transportation taxes, and Pennsylvania sales and use
tax. The County’s registration number with the Internal Revenue Service is 23-1663078. No exemption
certificates are required and none will be issued. Nothing in this paragraph is meant to exempt the
Vendor from the payment of any applicable sales tax or use tax required to be paid with respect to its
purchase or use of tangible personal property used or transferred in connection with its performance of
Service.
13. Ownership of Work Product
The County, its departments, employees, agents or assigns shall have the unrestricted right and authority
to reproduce, distribute and use in whole or in part any submitted report or written materials generated by
the Vendor in the performance of this Agreement. The ownership and right of control of all reports,
records, and supporting documents prepared in connection with the services contemplated herein shall
vest exclusively with the LCAAA/AS and shall remain, at all times, at the Vendor’s Office, with a copy
sent to the LCAAA/AS, however, that Vendor shall have such right of access to such reports,
records, and supporting documentation as necessary for the provision of professional services hereunder.
The Vendor shall notify the Executive Director of the LCAAA/AS, who then shall notify other
affected County Officials, anytime the Vendor receives a request for Aging Records. In addition, for
Protective Services cases, an in camera review shall be completed before a record is disclosed. Vendor
shall notify the County if a motion is filed, so that the County can respond to said motion.

14. Patents, Copyrights, Trademarks
Vendor warrants, represents and covenants that the Goods and the sale and use thereof do not infringe
directly or indirectly any valid patent, copyright, property right or trademark and Vendor agrees, at its
cost and expense, to indemnify and hold the County free and harmless from and against any and all costs,
expense, liabilities or damages, including attorneys’ fees, arising out of alleged or actual patent,
copyright, property right, trademark or trade secret infringement resulting from the sale or use of
deliverables provided in the performance of Services.
15. Records, Audit and Inspection
15.1.

Vendor shall maintain such records as may be necessary to adequately reflect the accuracy of
Vendor’s charges and invoices for reimbursement under this Agreement and such other
additional records as the County may reasonably require in connection with this Agreement.
Vendor shall preserve such records in accordance with statutory requirements, but in no case
for less than three (3) years after the date of final payment, without additional reimbursement
or compensation therefor. The County and its duly authorized representatives shall have the
right, from time to time, and upon reasonable notice, to audit, inspect and verify the records
kept by Vendor in connection with this Agreement. The County and its duly authorized
representatives shall have the right to visit, observe, audit, and inspect, during the Vendor’s
normal business hours, Vendor’s production and related facilities utilized to perform its
obligations under this Agreement.

15.2.

Monitoring

1.1.1.

Vendor shall make available to LCAAA/AS during the term of the contract all
pertinent financial, program, administrative and personnel records, reports, documents
and files related directly or indirectly to Vendor’s activities under and compliance
with the contract.

1.1.2.

LCAAA/AS programmatic monitoring shall occur on a day-to-day basis as well as
through site visits to be scheduled throughout the contract term. Site monitoring visits
shall be conducted at a minimum of once per year.

1.1.3.

Areas to be monitored may include but are not limited to: invoice submission/accuracy,
incidents reports, time sheets, staffing, staff retention, training, supervision, employee
records, and consumer satisfaction. Unsatisfactory performance shall jeopardize contract
continuation or renewal.

1.1.4.

Monitoring tools outlining acceptable evidence are used in evaluating compliance with
regulatory requirements, service standards, documentation and reporting requirements.

1.1.5.

Discrepancies during the monitoring visit will be documented by the County and
forwarded to the Vendor’s Director for review and correction. A follow-up visit may
occur to determine the disposition of outstanding improvement recommendations.

16. Warranty
Vendor warrants to the County that all Services shall be done in a skilled manner and shall comply with
industry standards. Vendor shall promptly re-perform Services, after receiving notification from the
County of defects or nonconformance.

17. Indemnity
Vendor agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the County, its elected officials, employees and agents
from and against any and all liability, damages, claims, suits, liens, and judgments (including reasonable
attorney’s fees), of whatever nature, for injuries to or death of any person or persons, or loss of or damage
to property, to the extent attributable to the negligent acts or omissions or willful misconduct of Vendor
or its subcontractors or any of their respective agents, servants, or employees or Vendors’ failure to
perform in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement.
18. Force Majeure
Neither party shall be liable for any failure or delay in its performance resulting from any reasonably
foreseeable cause beyond its reasonable control including, but not limited to, acts of God; acts or
omissions of civil or military authority; fires, floods; unusually severe weather; strikes or other labor
disputes; embargoes; wars; political strife; riots; delays in transportation; sabotage; or fuel, power,
material or labor shortages, provided that the affected party notifies the other party, in writing, within
forty-eight (48) hours subsequent to the commencement of an occurrence of force majeure.
19. Additional Services
In the event the Vendor determines that any alteration, modification or addition to the Services is
necessary (“Additional Services”), the Vendor shall submit a proposal to the County setting forth in
reasonable detail the scope of such Additional Services, the estimated time and price of performing the
Additional Services and any potential impact on the then-existing Services and any fees related thereto.
The Vendor shall obtain the prior written approval from the County before performing any Additional
Services. The Vendor shall not be entitled to additional compensation for any work or materials
associated with Additional Services unless it received such approval. If approved by the County, the
Vendor shall perform or cause to be performed such Additional Services in accordance with the terms of
this Agreement.
20. Termination for Convenience
The County reserves the right, at any time and for its convenience, to terminate this Agreement in whole
or in any separable part by written notice to Vendor. Such notice shall be provided at least thirty (30)
days prior to the intended termination date. Vendor shall be compensated for Services performed in
accordance with the provisions of this Agreement up to the effective date of termination, less any
payments previously made by the County for such Services, but in no event shall Vendor be entitled to
recover lost or expected profit or termination expenses.
21. Termination for Cause
21.1.

In the event that either the Vendor or the County defaults in the performance of any
obligation specified herein, the non-defaulting party shall notify the other party in writing and
may suspend the Agreement, in whole or in part, pending remedy of the default. If such
default is not remedied within fifteen (15) days from the date of receipt of such notice, or if
the other party is diligently attempting to cure such default but is unable to cure such default
within thirty (30) days from the date of receipt of such notice, then the non-defaulting party
shall have the right to terminate the Agreement immediately by providing written notice of
termination to the other party.

21.2.

In the event of such notice of breach, and a failure to cure same, all finished or unfinished
documents, dates of studies and reports prepared by Proposer shall at the option of the
County become its property and Vendor shall be entitled to receive just and equitable

compensation for any satisfactory work completed on such documents through the date of
termination.
21.3.

Notwithstanding the above, Vendor shall not be relieved of any liability to the County for
damages sustained by the County by virtue of any breach of the Agreement by Vendor. The
County may withhold any payments to Vendor for the purpose of set off until such time as
the exact amount of damage due the County from Vendor is determined.

21.4.

In the event that a Vendor's agreement is terminated, whether for cause or through
nonrenewal, and a new Vendor is awarded the agreement, the existing Vendor must
participate in a plan of transition as developed by County. This plan may include a gradual
transfer of consumers to the new agency prior to the end of the existing Vendor's agreement
period.

21.5.

Existing Vendors are prohibited from communicating with consumers regarding changes in
Vendor agencies. County will notify all consumers in writing regarding the change in service
Vendor.

21.6.

If this Agreement is only terminated by County in part, Vendor shall continue performance of
this Agreement to the extent not terminated, provided, however, that said continuation by
Vendor shall take place only after County's evaluation of any and all surrounding
circumstances.

21.7.

After the effective date of any termination by County and except as otherwise stated by
County, Vendor shall:

21.7.1.

Stop work under this Agreement to the extent specified in such termination notice.

21.7.2.

Place no further orders and/or agreements for materials, services and/or facilities except
as may be necessary for completion of any such portion of work under this Agreement
that is not subject to termination.

21.7.3.

Terminate any and all orders and/or contracted work to the extent that relates to the
performance of any work terminated.

21.7.4.

Settle any and all outstanding liabilities and any and all claims arising out of any such
termination of orders and/or agreements, to the extent County may require, and/or upon
County's written approval of any such settlement.

21.7.5.

Return to County any and all funds received not expended for any services and/or
materials pursuant to this Agreement.

21.8.

The remedies set forth above shall be cumulative and shall be in addition to any and all other
rights and remedies otherwise available to the County at law or in equity.

21.9.

If, during the term of this Agreement, Vendor shall be adjudged bankrupt, make a general
assignment for the benefit of its creditors, or become insolvent, Vendor shall give the County
written notice of such occurrence as soon as is legally permissible. If such occurrence or
proposed occurrence is unacceptable to the County, the County may terminate this
Agreement immediately upon written notice thereof to Vendor.

21.10. If the County terminates this Agreement for cause, in whole or in part, the County may
acquire, correct, or replace Services similar to those terminated, by contract or otherwise, and
the Vendor shall reimburse the County for any costs incurred by the County thereby, or an
equitable reduction to the Vendor’s compensation shall be made.
22. Claims for Consequential and/or Incidental Damages
The Vendor waives claims against the County for lost or expected profits, consequential damages and/or
incidental damages arising out of or relating to this Agreement.
23. Release of Liens
Before any payment hereunder shall become due, the County, at its option, may require Vendor to furnish
reasonable evidence of the payment of all subcontractor accounts for labor and materials pertaining to
Vendor’s performance hereunder. Prior to payment, the County reserves the right to require Vendor to
furnish the County with a full and complete release of liens from all persons furnishing labor and
materials toward the performance hereof, and in any event, Vendor agrees to indemnify and hold
harmless the County, its officials, employees and agents from and against any and all liens and
encumbrances arising out of Vendor’s performance of this Agreement.
24. Assignment
Vendor shall not assign this Agreement in whole or in part nor delegate any duties, without the prior
written consent of the County. Such consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. Any assignment
consented to by the County shall be evidenced by a written assignment agreement executed by the Vendor
and its assignee in which the assignee agrees to be legally bound by all of the terms and conditions of the
original Agreement and to assume the duties, obligations, and responsibilities being assigned.
25. Publicity
Neither Vendor nor any tier subcontractor shall use the name of the County of Lehigh, or quote the
opinion of any County employee in any advertising, publicity, endorsement or testimonial, without
the prior written approval of the County.
26. Compliance with Laws
In the performance of this Agreement, Vendor shall comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, rules
and regulations of governmental authorities. Vendor shall minimize pollution and shall strictly comply
with all applicable environmental laws and regulations. Vendor shall give required notices, and secure
and pay for any permits, licenses, and easements required for performance of services. The Vendor shall
give any and all necessary formal notices required in conjunction with the lawful prosecution of the
Services.
27. Health and Safety
The Vendor shall, at all times, control the health, safety and welfare of its employees. Vendor shall:
27.1.

comply with all federal, state and local regulations, as well as all safety information and
instructions as may be set forth in writing or otherwise provided by the County;

27.2.

promptly report to the County all incidents with potentially adverse safety, health or
environmental implications, including slips, falls, equipment malfunctions, fume releases and
any situation requiring first-aid or medical observations or treatment;

27.3.

promptly report to the County all cases Vendor determines to be recordable on the OSHA 300
log or its equivalent and upon request, provide the County with a copy of the OSHA 300 log
and all supporting forms;

27.4.

properly maintain, inspect and supervise its designated work area and roadways to keep them
in reasonably safe condition;

27.5.

supply the applicable MSDS on all products supplied to the County or used on County
property;

27.6.

use, handle, store and dispose of any hazardous materials or waste while on the County’s
property in strict compliance with applicable laws and as instructed in the Material Safety
Data Sheets(s); and

27.7.

keep the County’s property free of waste as the work progresses and, on completion of such
activities, leave the site “broom clean” and tools, equipment and materials furnished shall be
so placed and maintained as to permit unobstructed access to the work and to minimize
exposure to personal injury or fire loss in a location approved by the County. The County
may remove waste or store Vendor’s tools, equipment and materials if Vendor fails to
properly do so and the Vendor shall reimburse the County for any costs incurred, including
charges for employee time, within seven (7) days of demand.

28. Equal Employment Opportunity
28.1.

During the performance of the Agreement, the Vendor shall not discriminate against any
employees or applicant for employment because of race, color, religion, sex, gender
identity, or national origin. The Vendor will take affirmative action to ensure that
applicants are employed, and that employees are treated during employment, without regard
to race, color, religion, sex, gender identity or national origin. Such action shall include, but
not be limited to, the following: employment, upgrading, demotion, or transfer, recruitment
or recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or other forms of
compensation; and selection for training, including apprenticeship. The Vendor agrees to
post in conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants for employment, notices
setting forth the provisions of this paragraph.

28.2.

Vendor shall, in advertisements or requests for employment placed by it or on its behalf, state
that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race,
color, religious creed, handicap, ancestry, national origin, age, or sex.

28.3.

Vendor shall send each labor union or workers’ representative with which it has a collective
bargaining agreement or other Contracts or understanding, a notice advising said labor union
or workers’ representative of its commitment to this non-discrimination clause. Similar
notice shall be sent to every other source of recruitment regularly utilized by Vendor.

28.4.

It shall be no defense to a finding of noncompliance with this non-discrimination clause that
Vendor had delegated some to its employment practices to any union, training program, or
other source of recruitment that prevents it from meeting its obligations. However, if the
evidence indicates that the Vendor was not on notice of the third-party discrimination or
made a good faith effort to correct it, such factor shall be considered in mitigation in
determining appropriate sanctions.

28.5.

Where the practices of a union or any training program or other source of recruitment will
result in the exclusion of minority group persons, so that Vendor will be unable to meet its
obligations under this non-discrimination clause, Vendor shall then employ and fill vacancies
through other non-discriminatory employment procedures.

28.6.

Vendor shall comply with all state and federal laws prohibiting discrimination in hiring or
employment opportunities. In the event of Vendor’s noncompliance with the nondiscrimination clause of this Agreement or with any such laws, this Agreement may be
terminated or suspended, in whole or in part, and Vendor may be declared temporarily
ineligible for further Agreements, and other sanctions may be imposed and remedies invoked.

28.7.

Vendor shall furnish all necessary employment documents and records to, and permit access
to its books, records, and accounts by, the contracting agency for purposes of investigation to
ascertain compliance with the provisions of this clause. If Vendor does not possess
documents or records reflecting the necessary information requested, it shall furnish such
information on reporting forms supplied by the contracting agency.

28.8.

Vendor shall include the provisions of this non-discrimination clause in every Agreement, so
that such provisions will be binding upon each subcontractor.

28.9.

Vendor obligations under this clause are limited to the Vendor’s facilities within
Pennsylvania or, where the Agreement is for purchase of goods manufactured outside of
Pennsylvania, the facilities at which such goods are actually produced.

29. Independent Contractor
The employees, methods, facilities, and equipment used by Vendor shall be at all times under Vendor’s
direction and control. Vendor’s relationship to the County under this Agreement shall be that of an
independent contractor, and nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to constitute Vendor, a ny of
their employees as an employee, agent, associate, joint venture, or partner of the County.
30. Employees of Vendor
30.1.

Vendor agrees that each of its employees will be properly qualified and will use reasonable
care in the performance of services while on County property. If the County, in the County’s
sole opinion, determines, for any reason, that the qualifications, actions or conduct of any
particular Vendor employee is inconsistent with Vendor’s obligations under this Agreement
by performing unsatisfactory services, interfering with the operation of the County’s
facilities, bothering or annoying any occupants, visitors, or other vendors then at facility, or
that such actions or conduct is otherwise detrimental to the County, then upon the County’s
written notice, Vendor shall immediately provide a qualified replacement.

30.2.

Vendor shall advise its employees and agents that:

30.2.1.

It is the policy of the County of Lehigh to provide a drug-free work environment. To
that end the County prohibits the consumption of alcohol or illegal use, possession,
sale, manufacture, dispensing, and distribution of drugs or other controlled substances
while performing Services or on County property on the work site, and prohibits in the
workplace the presence of an individual with such substances in the body for nonmedical reasons.

30.2.2.

Any employee of Vendor who is found in violation of the policy may be removed or
barred from the work site at the discretion of the County.

31. Governing Law and Jurisdiction
This Agreement shall be interpreted under the substantive law of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
without giving effect to its principles of conflicts of law. EACH PARTY IRREVOCABLY CONSENTS
TO THE EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF
LEHIGH COUNTY, COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA, AND IRREVOCABLY AGREES
THAT ALL ACTIONS OR PROCEEDINGS BETWEEN THE PARTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THOSE ACTIONS OR PROCEEDINGS RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT, SHALL
BE LITIGATED IN SUCH COURT.

32. Severability
The provisions of this Agreement shall be deemed to be severable. Consequently, in the event that any
provision of this Agreement is found to be void or unenforceable, such findings shall not be construed to
render any other provision of this Agreement either void or unenforceable, and all other provisions shall
remain in full force and effect unless the provisions which are void or unenforceable shall substantially
affect the rights or obligations granted to or undertaken by either party.
33. Reservation of Rights
Either party’s waiver of any of its remedies afforded hereunder or by law is without prejudice and shall
not operate to waive any other remedies which such party shall have available to it, nor shall such waiver
operate to waive such party’s rights to any remedies for future breach, whether of a like or different
character. Furthermore, any termination or assignment of this Agreement shall not relieve or release
either party hereto from any rights, liabilities, or obligations which it has accrued under law or under the
terms of this Agreement prior to the date of such termination or assignment.
34. Funds from Private Sources
Vendor agrees that funds under this Agreement shall not be used to replace funds from non-Federal and
non-State sources. Vendor further agrees to continue or initiate efforts to obtain support from private
sources or other public organizations for services funded under this Agreement.
35. Special Efforts in Employment
Subject to the requirements of merit employment systems, and in accordance with state and federal laws
and regulations, the Vendor shall make every possible effort to recruit and hire persons aged 60 and over
for staff positions (full-time and part-time) paid under this contract. For positions paid under this contract
the Vendor shall not have a policy of mandatory retirement or deny employment to any person on account
of age or have a policy of mandatory retirement.
36. Regulations
This Agreement is subject to the provisions set forth in the following regulations: 28 Code of Federal
Regulations Part 38, 45 Code of Federal Regulations Part 75 and 2 CFR 200 “Uniform Administrative
Requirements, Cost principles and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards”; 45 Code of Federal
Regulations Part 81 – Practice and Procedure for Hearings under Part 80 of this Title; and 45 Code of
Federal Regulations Part 90 – Nondiscrimination of the Basis of Age.
36.1.

In carrying out this Agreement, the Vendor shall minimize pollution and shall strictly
comply with all applicable environmental laws and regulations. (Clean Streams Law, Act
of June 22, 1937, P.L. 1987, as amended, the Pennsylvania Solid Waste Management Act,
Act of July 7, 1980, P.L. 380, as amended and the Water Obstructions Act, Act of June 25,
1913, P.L. 555, as amended.)

36.2.

Services shall be provided in compliance with 25 Pa. Code_151 et seq., relating to
Environmental Health and Safety regulations for food protection, and 34 Pa. Code_50.1 et

seq., relating to Fire and Panic regulations.
36.3.

The Vendor agrees to comply with the provisions of the Uniform Relocation Assistance and
Real Property Acquisition Act, the Flood Disaster Protection Act and the Commonwealth
Motor Vehicle Procurement Act. When applicable, the Vendor agrees to comply with the
provisions of the National Historic Preservation Act, Executive Order 11593 and the
Archaeological and Historic Preservation Act.

36.4.

The Vendor agrees to fully comply with the Integrity Provisions set forth below and any
changes or modification made thereto.

36.5.

The Vendor agrees to comply with the provisions of the Older Americans Act, as amended
Section 312 and 321(b), Protecting Federal Reversionary Interest in Multipurpose Senior
Centers.

36.6.

The Vendor agrees to comply with the provisions of the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1998 in
41 U.S.C. Chapter 10, s. 701, et seq.

36.7.

The Vendor agrees to comply with and is subject to all applicable provisions of 41 U.S.C.
4172, including prohibitions on reprisal and notice to employees.

36.8.

All claims against the County respecting any matter pertaining to this Agreement or any part
thereof shall be referred to the Board of Claims (under the Act of May 20, 1937, P.L. 728, as
amended).

36.9.

The Vendor agrees to comply with 28 CFR Part 38, “Partnerships with Faith Based and Other
Neighborhood Organizations.”

36.10. Pursuant to Executive Order 13513, “Federal Leadership on Reducing Text Messaging While
Driving,” 74 Fed. Reg 51225. The County encourages vendor to adopt and enforce policies
banning employees from text messaging while driving any vehicle during the course of
performing work funded by this contract and to establish workplace safety policies and
conduct education, awareness and other outreach to decrease crashes cause by distracted
drivers.
36.11. In the performance of this Agreement, Vendor shall comply with all applicable laws,
ordinances, rules and regulations of governmental authorities. Vendor shall minimize
pollution and shall strictly comply with all applicable environmental laws and regulations.
Vendor shall give required notices, and secure and pay for any permits, licenses, and
easements required for performance of services. The Vendor shall give any and all necessary
formal notices required in conjunction with the lawful prosecution of the Services.
36.12. In accordance with 2 CRF Part 200, Section 200.318, Vendor attests to the following:
36.12.1. That no employee, officer, or agent of the Vendor that participates in the selection,
award, or administration of this contract has a real or apparent conflict of interest.
Such a conflict of interest would arise when an employee, officer, or agent, any
member of his or her immediate family, his or her partner, or an organization which
employs or is about to employ any of the parties indicated herein, has a financial or
other interest in or a tangible personal benefit from a firm considered for a contract.
36.12.2. The officers, employees, and agents of the Vendor may neither solicit nor accept
gratuities, favors, or anything of monetary value from contractors or parties to
subcontractors.
36.12.3. The Vendor’s standards of conduct must provide for disciplinary actions to be applied

for violations of such standards by officers, employees, or agents of the non-Federal
entity/County.
36.13. In accordance with (2 CFR § 200.326), Appendix II, the Vendor shall comply to the
applicable provisions as follows:
36.13.1. Equal Employment Opportunity
36.13.1.1. In accordance with Executive Order 11246, “Equal Employment Opportunity”
(30 FR 12319, 12935, 3 CFR Part, 1964-1965 Comp., p. 339), as amended by
Executive Order 11375, “Amending Executive Order 11246 Relating to Equal
Employment Opportunity,” and implementing regulations at 41 CFR part 60,
“Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, Equal Employment
Opportunity, Department of Labor.”
36.13.2. Davis-Bacon Act, as amended (40 U.S.C. 3141-3148)
36.13.2.1. Davis-Bacon Act (40 U.S.C. 3141-3144, and 3146-3148) as supplemented by
Department of Labor regulations (29 CFR Part 5, “Labor Standards Provisions
Applicable to Contracts Covering Federally Financed and Assisted
Construction”). In accordance with the statute, contractors must be required to
pay wages to laborers and mechanics at a rate not less than the prevailing wages
specified in a wage determination made by the Secretary of Labor. In addition,
contractors must be required to pay wages not less than once a week. The Vendor
must place a copy of the current prevailing wage determination issued by the
Department of Labor in each solicitation. The decision to award a contract or
subcontract must be conditioned upon the acceptance of the wage determination.
The Vendor must report all suspected or reported violations to the County.
36.13.3. Copeland “Anti-Kickback” Act (40 U.S.C. 3145)
36.13.3.1. Copeland “Anti-Kickback Act (40 U.S.C. 3145, as supplemented by Department
of Labor regulations (29 CFR Part 3, “Contractors and Subcontractors on Public
Building or Public Work Financed in Whole or in Part by Loans or Grants from
the United States”). The Act provides that each contractor or sub recipient must
be prohibited from inducing, by any means, any person employed in the
construction, completion, or repair of public work, to give up any part of the
compensation to which he or she is otherwise entitled. The Vendor must report
all suspected or reported violations to the County.
36.13.4. Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act (40 U.S.C. 3701-3708)
36.13.4.1. 40 U.S.C. 3702 and 3704, as supplemented by Department of Labor regulations
(29 CFR Part 5) applicable for awarded contracts in excess of $100,000 that
involve the employment of mechanics or laborers must include a provision for
compliance with 40 U.S.C. 3702 and 3704. These requirements do not apply to
the purchases of supplies or materials or articles ordinarily available on the open
market, or contracts for transportation or transmission of intelligence.
36.13.5. Rights to Inventions Made Under a Contract or Agreement which shall be applicable
for federal funding streams that meet the definition of “funding agreement” under 37
CFR §401.2 (a) and the recipient or sub recipient wishes to enter into a contract with a
small business firm or nonprofit organization regarding the substitution of parties,
assignment or performance of experimental, developmental, or research work under
that “funding agreement,” the recipient or sub recipient must comply with the
requirements of 37 CFR Part 401, “Rights to Inventions Made by Nonprofit

Organizations and Small Business Firms Under Government Grants, Contracts and
Cooperative Agreements,” and any implementing regulations issued by the awarding
agency.
36.13.6. Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7401-7671q.) and the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
(33 U.S.C. 1251-1387), as amended.
36.13.6.1. Applicable for contracts and sub grants of amounts in excess of $150,000. Vendor
must comply with all applicable standards, orders or regulations issued pursuant
to the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7401-7671q) and the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act as amended (33 U.S.C. 1251-1387). Violations must be reported to
the Federal awarding agency and the Regional Office of the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA).
36.13.7. Byrd Anti-Lobbying Amendment (31 U.S.C. 1352)
36.13.7.1. Vendors with an award exceeding $100,000 must file the required certification.
Each tier certifies to the tier above that it will not and has not used Federal
appropriated funds to pay any person or organization for influencing or
attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a member of
Congress, officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a member of
Congress in connection with obtaining any Federal contract, grant or any other
award covered by 31 U.S.C. 1352. Each tier must also disclose any lobbying with
non-Federal funds that takes place in connection with obtaining any Federal
award. Such disclosures are forwarded from tier to tier up to the non-Federal
award.
36.13.8. Procurement of Recovered Materials - §200.322
36.13.8.1. Section 6002 of the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended by the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act. The requirements of Section 6002 include
procuring only items designated in guidelines of the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) at 40 CFR part 247 that contain the highest percentage of
recovered materials practicable, consistent with maintaining a satisfactory level
of competition, where the purchase price of the item exceeds $10,000 or the
value of the quantity acquired during the preceding fiscal year exceeded $10,000;
procuring solid waste management services in a manner that maximizes energy
and resource recovery; and establishing an affirmative procurement program for
procurement of recovered materials identified in the EPA guidelines.
37. Grievance Procedure
Vendor will establish a system through which applicants for and recipients of service may present
grievances about the operation of the program. Vendor will advise applicants and recipients of their rights
to appeal, denial, or exclusion from the program or failure to recognize the recipient's choice of service
and of their right to a fair hearing. The Lehigh County Area Agency on Aging appeal process must be
followed by the Vendor.
38. Notice Required
All notices, informational pamphlets, press releases, research reports, and similar public notices prepared
and released by the Vendor shall be pre-approved by the Area Agency and include the statement, "This
program is funded, in part, under an Agreement with money allocated by the Pennsylvania Department of
Aging, through the Lehigh County Area Agency On Aging."
39. Budget Flexibility
39.1.

Vendor may reallocate funds within cost centers and/or major objects up to 10% of the
amount budgeted for the cost center/major object to which the funds are to be transferred,

after informing the Area Agency. Reallocation of funds within cost centers major objects
exceeding 10% require prior written approval by the Area Agency. Vendor shall submit
copies of any changes in writing to the Area Agency. No amendments or revisions may be
made after the end of the third quarter of the annual Agreement period.
39.2.

Should the “County” or “Department” or “Agency” determine that there are accruals (under
spending) in the contract, the “entity” shall have the right to reduce the contract by the
accrual amount, with 30 days written notice to the Vendor. Vendor has the right to request a
meeting within the 30 day period to review the accrual calculation and present information to
amend the accrual amount. This right to reduce shall only be utilized by the “entity” when
accruals are present and not as a means to modify the scope or term of the contract.

40. Earnings of Funds
40.1.

Receipt of funds from County, by advance or reimbursement, does not constitute earnings of
funds; funds are earned only when an allowable cost is incurred. Any unearned funds paid to
Vendor shall be repaid by check to County no later than thirty (30) days after notification by
County that said funds are due and owing.

40.2.

Should the “County” or “Department” or “Agency” determine that there are accruals (under
spending) in the contract, the “entity” shall have the right to reduce the contract by the
accrual amount, with 30 days written notice to the Vendor. Vendor has the right to request a
meeting within the 30 day period to review the accrual calculation and present information to
amend the accrual amount. This right to reduce shall only be utilized by the “entity” when
accruals are present and not as a means to modify the scope or term of the contract.

41. Program-Budget Changes
Vendor shall inform the Area Agency in writing of all proposed changes in program operations,
administration, or policy prior to implementation and will implement changes only after Area Agency's
approval. The Area Agency reserves the right to approve contracted client service priorities, forms, and
service delivery.
42. Eligibility Determination
42.1.

Eligibility for service recipients will be determined by the Lehigh County Area Agency on
Aging and approved by the Pennsylvania Department of Aging in accordance with the
regulations and philosophy of the Older Americans Act and Pa. Act 70.

42.2.

For Adult Services Block Grant service recipients only, eligibility determination for those
persons eligible for Title XX of the Social Security Act will be by the Vendor through the
Area Agency and the County Board of Assistance in accordance with the Department of
Public Welfare's comprehensive Annual Services Program Plan and Department regulations,
and any Department of Aging processes and regulations.

43. Claims Against the County
The provisions of this Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the provision of the Laws of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. All questions or disputes arising between the parties hereto respecting
any matter pertaining to this Agreement or any part thereof or any breach of contract arising thereunder
must be referred by the Vendor to the Board of Claims pursuant to 61 Pa. C.S. § 1721 et seq. This shall
be the exclusive remedy for the Vendor to resolve such questions and disputes if the Vendor and the
County are unable to resolve them between themselves. Settlement of disputes under this provision must
be prior to the final payment to the Vendor.
44. Integrity Provisions
44.1.

It is essential that those who seek to contract with the County observe high standards of

honesty and integrity. They must conduct themselves in a manner that fosters public
confidence in the integrity of the County procurement process.
44.2.

In furtherance of this policy, Vendor agrees to the following:

44.2.1.

Vendor shall maintain the highest standards of honesty and integrity during the
performance of this Agreement and shall take no action in violation of state or federal
laws or regulations or any other applicable laws or regulations or other requirements
applicable to Vendor or that governs contracting with the County and Commonwealth.

44.2.2.

Vendor shall establish and implement a written business integrity policy, which
includes, at a minimum, the requirements of these provisions as they relate to Vendor
employee activity with the County and Commonwealth; County and Commonwealth
employees, and which is distributed and made known to all Vendor employees.

44.2.3.

Vendor, its affiliates, agents and employees shall not influence, or attempt to influence
any County or Commonwealth employee to breach the standards of ethical conduct for
County or Commonwealth employees set forth in the Public Official and Employees
Ethics Act, 65 Pa.C.S. §§1101 et seq.; the State Adverse Interest Act, 71 P.S. §776.1 et
seq.; and the Governor’s Code of Conduct, Executive Order 1980-18, 4 Pa. Code
§7.151 et seq., or to breach any other state or federal law or regulation.

44.2.4.

Vendor, its affiliates, agents and employees shall not offer, give or agree or promise to
give any gratuity to a County and/or Commonwealth official or employee or to any
other person at the direction or request of any County and/or Commonwealth official or
employee.

44.2.5.

Vendor, its affiliates, agents and employees shall not offer, give or agree or promise to
give any gratuity to a County official or employee or to any other person, the
acceptance of which would violate the Governor’s Code of Conduct, Executive Order
1980-18, 4 Pa. Code §7.151 et seq. or any statute, regulation, statement of policy,
management directive or any other published standard of the County and
Commonwealth.

44.2.6.

Vendor, its affiliates, agents and employees shall not, directly or indirectly, offer,
confer, or agree to confer any pecuniary benefit on anyone as consideration for the
decision, opinion, recommendation, vote, other exercise of discretion, or violation of a
known legal duty by any County or Commonwealth official or employee.

44.2.7.

Vendor, its affiliates, agents, employees or anyone in privity with him or her shall not
accept or agree to accept from any person, any gratuity in connection with the
performance of work under the agreement, except as provided in the Agreement.

44.2.8.

Vendor shall not have a financial interest in any other provider, subcontractor or
supplier providing services, labor or material on this program, unless the financial
interest is disclosed to the County in writing and the County consents to Vendor’s
financial interest prior to County execution of the agreement. Vendor shall disclose the
financial interest to the County at the time of bid or proposal submission, or if no bids
or proposals are solicited, no later than Vendor’s submission of the agreement signed
by Vendor.

44.2.9.

Vendor must promptly refer to the Department of Justice Office of the Inspector
General (OIG) any credible evidence that a principal, employee, agent, subrecipient,
contractor subcontractor or other person has, in connection with funds under this award
(1) submitted a claim that violates the False Claims Act or (2) committed a criminal or
civil violation of laws pertaining to fraud, conflict of interest, bribery, gratuity or

similar misconduct. Potential fraud, waste, abuse or misconduct involving or relating
to funds under this contract should be reported to the OIG by (1) mail directed to:
Office of the Inspector General, U.S. Department of Justice, Investigations Division
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. Room 4706, Washington, DC 20530; (2) email to
oig.hotline@usdog.gov and/or (3) the DOG IOG hotline: at (800) 869-4499 (phone) or
(202) 616-9881. Additional information is available from the DOJ OIG website at
http://www.usdog.gov/oig.
Link above is provided for your reference and is subject to change. It shall be the
responsibility of the vendor to determine and utilize the appropriate site for said
database.
44.2.10. Restrictions and certifications regarding non-disclosure agreements and related matters.
44.2.10.1. Vendor shall not require any employee or contractor to sign an internal
confidentiality agreement or statement that prohibits or otherwise restricts or
purports to prohibit or restrict the reporting (in accordance with law) of waste,
fraud, or abuse to an investigative or law enforcement representative of federal
department or agency authorized to receive such information.
44.2.10.2. The foregoing is not intended, and shall not be understood by, to contravene
requirements applicable to Standard Form 312 (which relates to classified
information). Form 4414 (which relates to sensitive compartmental information),
or any other form issued by a federal department or agency governing the
nondisclosure of classified information.
44.2.10.3. In accepting this Agreement, the Vendor
44.2.10.3.1.

represents that it neither requires nor has required internal confidentiality
agreements or statements from employees or contractors that currently
prohibit or otherwise currently restrict (or purport to prohibit or restrict)
employees or contractors from reporting waste, fraud, or abuse as
described above; and

44.2.10.3.2.

certifies that if it learns or is notified that it is or has been requiring its
employees or contractors to execute agreements or statements that prohibit
or otherwise restrict (or purport to prohibit or restrict), reporting of waste,
fraud, or abuse as described above, it will immediately stop any further
obligations of award funds, will provide prompt written notification to the
federal agency whom has awarded these grant funds and will resume (or
permit resumption of) such obligations only if expressly authorized to do
so by that agency.

44.2.10.4. If the Vendor does or is authorized to make sub awards (“sub grants”),
procurement contracts, or both
44.2.10.4.1.

it represents that

44.2.10.4.1.1.

it has determined that no other entity that the Vendor’s application
proposes may or will receive award funds (whether through a sub
award (“sub grant”), procurement contract, or subcontract under a

procurement contract) either requires or has required internal
confidentiality agreements or statements from employees or
contractors that currently prohibit or otherwise currently restrict (or
purport to prohibit or restrict) employees or contractors from
reporting waste, fraud, or abuse as described above; and
44.2.10.4.2.

it has made appropriate inquiry, or otherwise has an adequate factual basis,
to support this representation; and

44.2.10.4.3.

it certifies that if it learns or is notified that any sub recipient contractor or
subcontractor entity that receives funds under this agreement is or has been
requiring its employees or contractors to execute agreements or statements
that prohibit or otherwise restrict (or purport to prohibit or restrict),
reporting of waste, fraud, or abuse as described above, the County, will
immediately stop any further obligations of agreement funds to or by that
entity, will provide prompt written notification to the federal agency
making this award, and will resume (or permit resumption of) such
obligations only if expressly authorized to do so by that agency.

44.2.11. Vendor, its affiliates, agents and employees shall not disclose to others any
information, documents, reports, data or records provided to, or prepared by, Vendor
under this agreement without the prior written approval of the County, except as
required by the Pennsylvania Right-to-Know Law, 65 P.S. §§67.101-3104, or other
applicable law or as otherwise provided in this Agreement. Any information,
documents, reports, data, or records secured by Vendor from the County or a third
party in connection with the performance of this agreement shall be kept confidential
unless disclosure of such information is:
44.2.11.1. Approved in writing by the County prior to its disclosure; or
44.2.11.2. Directed by a court or other tribunal of competent jurisdiction unless the
agreement requires prior County approval; or
44.2.11.3. Required for compliance with federal or state securities laws or the requirements
of national securities exchanges; or
44.2.11.4. Necessary for purposes of Vendor’s internal assessment and review; or
44.2.11.5. Deemed necessary by Vendor in any action to enforce the provisions of this
Agreement or to defend or prosecute claims by or against parties other than the
County; or
44.2.11.6. Permitted by the valid authorization of a third party to whom the information,
documents, reports, data or records pertain; or
44.2.11.7. Otherwise required by law.
44.2.12. Vendor certifies that neither it nor any of its officers, directors, associates, partners,
limited partners or individual owners has been officially notified of, charged with, or
convicted of any of the following and agrees to immediately notify the County agency
granting officer in writing if and when it or any officer, director, associate, partner,

limited partner or individual owner has been officially notified of, charged with,
convicted of, or officially notified of a governmental determination of any of the
following:
44.2.12.1. Commission of embezzlement, theft, forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction
of records, making false statements or receiving stolen property.
44.2.12.2. Commission of fraud or a criminal offense or other improper conduct or
knowledge of, approval of or acquiescence in such activities by Vendor or any
affiliate, officer, director, associate, partner, limited partner, individual owner, or
employee or other individual of entity associated with:
44.2.12.2.1.

Obtaining;

44.2.12.2.2.

Attempting to obtain; or

44.2.12.2.3.

Performing a public grant or sub grant
Vendor’s acceptance of the benefits derived from the conduct shall be
deemed evidence of such knowledge, approval or acquiescence.

44.2.12.3. Violation of federal or state antitrust statutes.
44.2.12.4. Violation of any federal or state law regulating campaign contributions.
44.2.12.5. Violation of any federal or state environmental law.
44.2.12.6. Violation of any federal or state law regulating hours of labor, minimum wage
standards or prevailing wage standards; discrimination in wages; or child labor
violations.
44.2.12.7. Violation of the Act of June 2, 1915 (P.L.736, No. 338), known as the Workers’
Compensation Act, 77 P.S. 1 et seq.
44.2.12.8. Violation of any federal and state law prohibiting discrimination in employment,
including but not limited to 28 FR Part 42.
44.2.12.9. Debarment by any agency or department of the federal government or by any
other state.
44.2.12.10. Any other crime involving moral turpitude or business honesty or integrity.
Vendor acknowledges that the County may, in its sole discretion, terminate the
agreement for cause upon such notification or when the County otherwise learns that
Vendor has been officially notified, charged or convicted.
44.2.13. If this Agreement was awarded to Vendor on a non-bid basis, Vendor must, (as
required by Section 1641 of the Pennsylvania Election Code) file a report of political
contributions with the Secretary of the Commonwealth on or before February 15 of the
next calendar year. The report must include an itemized list of all political

contributions known to Vendor by virtue of the knowledge possessed by every officer,
director, associate, partner, limited partner, or individual owner that has been made by:
44.2.13.1. Any officer, director, associate, partner, limited partner, individual owner or
members of the immediate family when the contributions exceed as an aggregate
of one thousand dollars ($1,000) by any individual during the preceding year;
or any employee or members of his immediate family whose political
contribution exceeded one thousand dollars ($1,000) during the preceding year.
44.2.13.2. To obtain a copy of the report form, Vendor shall contact the Bureau of
Commissioners, elections and Legislation, Division of Campaign Finance and
Lobby Disclosure, Room 210, North Office Building, Harrisburg, PA 17120.
44.2.14. Vendor shall comply with requirements of the Lobbying Disclosure Act, 65 Pa.C.S. §
13A01 et seq., and the regulations promulgated pursuant to that law. Vendor employee
activities prior to or outside of formal Commonwealth procurement communication
protocol are considered lobbying and subjects the Vendor employees to the registration
and reporting requirements of the law. Actions by outside lobbyists on Vendor’s
behalf, no matter the procurement stage, are not exempt and must be reported.
44.2.15. When Vendor has reason to believe that any breach of ethical standards as set forth in
law, the Governor’s code of Conduct, or in these provisions has occurred or may occur,
including but not limited to contact by a Commonwealth officer or employee which, if
acted upon, would violate such ethical standards, Vendor shall immediately notify the
Commonwealth granting officer or Commonwealth Inspector General in writing.
44.2.16. Vendor, by submission of its bid or proposal and/or execution of this agreement by the
submission of any bills, invoices or requests for payment pursuant to the contract,
certifies and represents that it has not violated any of these integrity provisions in
connection with the submission of the bid or proposal, during any agreement
negotiations or during the term of the Agreement.
44.2.17. Vendor shall cooperate with the Office of Inspector General in its investigation of any
alleged County employee breach of ethical standards and any alleged Vendor noncompliance with these provisions. Vendor agrees to make identified Vendor
employees available for interviews at reasonable times and places. Vendor, upon the
inquiry or request of the Office of Inspector General, shall provide, or if appropriate,
make promptly available for inspection or copying, any information of any type or
form deemed relevant by the Inspector General to Vendor’s integrity and compliance
with these provisions. Such information may include, but shall not be limited to,
Vendor’s business or financial records, documents or files of any type or form that
refers to or concern this Agreement.
44.2.18. For violation of any of these Integrity Provisions, the County may terminate that and
any other agreement with Vendor, claim liquidated damages in an amount equal to the
value of anything received in breach of these provisions, claim damages for all
additional costs and expenses incurred in obtaining another Vendor to complete
performance under this Agreement, and debar and suspend Vendor from doing business
with the County. These rights and remedies are cumulative, and the use or non-use of
any one shall not preclude the use of all or any other. These rights and remedies are in

addition to those the Commonwealth may have under law, statute, regulation or
otherwise.
44.2.19. For purposes of these Integrity Provisions, the following terms shall have the meanings
found in this Clause 45.
44.2.19.1. “Confidential information” means information that a) is not already in the public
domain; b) is not available to the public upon request; c) is not or does not
become generally known to Vendor from a third party without an obligation to
maintain its confidentiality; d) has not become generally known to the public
through an act or omission of Vendor; or e) has not been independently
developed by Vendor without the use of confidential information of the County
or Commonwealth.
44.2.19.2. “Consent” means written permission signed by a duly authorized officer or
employee of the County or Commonwealth, provided that where the material
facts have been disclosed, in writing, by pre-qualification, bid or proposal,
terms, the County or Commonwealth shall be deemed to have consented by
virtue of execution of this Agreement.
44.2.19.3. “Vendor” means the individual or entity that has entered into this Agreement
with the County, including those directors, officers, partners, managers and
owners having more than a five percent interest in Vendor.
44.2.19.4. “Financial interest” means:
44.2.19.4.1.

Ownership of more than a five percent interest in any business; or

45.2.19.4.2.

Holding a position as an officer, director, trustee, partner, employee or
holding any position of management.

44.2.19.5. “Gratuity” means tendering, giving or providing anything of more than nominal
monetary value including, but not limited to, cash, travel, entertainment, gifts,
meals, lodging, loans, subscriptions, advances, deposits of money, services,
employment or grants of any kind. The exceptions set forth in the Governor’s
Code of Conduct, Executive Order 1980-18, the 4 Pa. Code §7.153(b), shall
apply.
44.2.19.6. “Immediate family” means a spouse and any unemancipated child.
44.2.19.7. “Non-bid basis” means a grant awarded or executed by the County with Vendor
without seeking bids or proposals from any other potential bidder or offeror.
44.2.19.8. “Political contribution” means any payment, gift, subscription, assessment, grant,
payment for services, dues, loan, forbearance, advance or deposit of money or
any valuable thing, to a candidate for public office or to a political committee,
including but not limited to a political action committee, made for the purpose of
influencing any election in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or for paying
debts incurred by or for a candidate or committee before or after any election.

45. Debarment/Tax Liabilities
45.1.

For the purpose of these provisions, the term vendor is defined as any person, including, but
not limited to, a bidder, offeror, loan recipient or provider, who has furnished or seeks to
furnish goods, supplies, services, or leased space, or who has performed or seeks to perform
construction activity under contract with the County, or with a person under contract with
the County or its state-affiliated entities, and state-related institutions. The term vendor may
include a permitee, licensee, or any agency, political subdivision, instrumentality, public
authority, or other entity of the County.

45.1.1.

The Vendor must certify, in writing, for itself and all its subcontractors, that as of the
date of its execution of any County contract, that neither the vendor, nor any
subcontractors, nor any suppliers are under suspension or debarment by the
Commonwealth or any governmental entity, instrumentality, or authority and, if the
vendor cannot so certify, then it agrees to submit, along with the bid/proposal, a written
explanation of why such certification cannot be made.

45.1.1.1.

The Vendor must also certify, in writing, that as of the date of its execution, of
any County contract it has no tax liabilities or other County or Commonwealth
obligations.

45.1.1.2.

The Vendor’s obligations pursuant to these provisions are ongoing from and after
the effective date of the contract through the termination date thereof.
Accordingly, the Vendor shall have an obligation to inform the contracting
agency if, at any time during the term of the contract, it becomes delinquent in
the payment of taxes, or other County or Commonwealth obligations, or if it or
any of its subcontractors are suspended or debarred by the Commonwealth, the
federal government, or any other state or governmental entity. Such notification
shall be made within 15 days of the date of suspension or debarment.

45.1.2.

The failure of the Vendor to notify the contracting agency of its suspension or
debarment by the Commonwealth, any other state, or the federal government shall
constitute an event of default of the contract with the County.

45.1.3.

The Vendor agrees to reimburse the Commonwealth for the reasonable costs of
investigation incurred by the Office of State Inspector General for investigations of the
Vendor’s compliance with the terms of this or any other agreement between the Vendor
and the County, which results in the suspension or debarment of the Vendor. Such costs
shall include, but shall not be limited to: salaries of investigators, including overtime;
travel and lodging expenses; and expert witness and documentary fees. The Vendor
shall not be responsible for investigative costs for investigations that do not result in the
Vendor’s suspension or debarment.

45.1.4.

Vendor is required to screen their employees and contractors, both individuals and
entities, to determine if they have been excluded from participation in Medicare,
Medicaid or any other federal health care program. Vendor will immediately notify
County of any discovered exclusion of an employee or contractor, either an individual
or entity.

45.1.5.

All employees, vendors, contractors, service providers, and referral sources should be
screened for exclusion before employing and/or contracting with them and, if hired,
should be rescreened on an ongoing monthly basis to capture exclusions and
reinstatements that have occurred since the last search.

45.1.6.

Vendor will develop and maintain auditable documentation of screening efforts,
including dates the screenings were performed and the source data checked and its date
of more recent update; and periodically conduct self-audits to determine compliance
with this requirement.

45.1.7.

Vendor will use the following databases to determine exclusion status:

45.1.7.1.

Pennsylvania Medicheck List: a data base maintained by the Department that
identifies providers, individuals, and other entities that are precluded from
participation in Pennsylvania’s MA Program:
http://www.dpw.state.pa.us/learnaboutdpw/fraudandabuse/medicheckprecludedpr
oviderslist/S_001152
Link above is provided for your reference and is subject to change. It shall be the
responsibility of the vendor to determine and utilize the appropriate site for said
database.
If an individual’s resume indicates that he/she has worked in another state,
providers should also check that state’s individual list.

45.1.7.2.

List of Excluded Individuals/Entities (LEIE): data base maintained by HHS-OIG
that identifies individuals or entities that have been excluded nationwide from
participation in any federal health care program. An individual or entity included
on the LEIE is ineligible to participate, either directly or indirectly, in the MA
Program. Although the Department makes best efforts to include on the
Medicheck List all federally excluded individuals/entities that practice in
Pennsylvania, providers must also use the LEIE to ensure that the
individual/entity is eligible to participate in the MA Program:
http://oig.hhs.gov/exclusions/index.asp.
Link above is provided for your reference and is subject to change. It shall be the
responsibility of the vendor to determine and utilize the appropriate site for said
database.

45.1.7.3.

U. S. General Services Administration (SAM): World wide data base maintained
by the General Services Administration (GSA) that provides information about
parties that are excluded from receiving Federal contracts, certain subcontracts,
and certain Federal financial and nonfinancial assistance and benefits:
https://www.sam.gov/.
Link above is provided for your reference and is subject to change. It shall be the
responsibility of the vendor to determine and utilize the appropriate site for said
database.

45.1.7.4.

The Vendor may obtain a current list of suspended and debarred Commonwealth
providers by accessing: http://www.dgsinternet.state.pa.us/debarment_list or
contacting the:
Department of General Services
Office of Chief Counsel
603 North Office Building
Harrisburg, PA 17125
Telephone No: 717-783-6472
FAX No.: 717-787-9138

46. Examination of Records
46.1.

Vendor shall maintain books, records, documents, and other evidence and accounting
procedures and practices, sufficient to reflect properly all direct and indirect costs of
whatever nature claimed to have been incurred for the performance of this Agreement. The
foregoing constitutes "records" for the purpose of this section. Vendor agrees that a program
and facilities review, including meetings with consumers, review of service records, review
of service policy and procedural issuances, review of staffing ratios and job descriptions,
and meetings with any staff directly or indirectly involved in the provision of services may be
conducted at any reasonable time by State and Federal personnel and other persons duly
authorized by the Area Agency. If Vendor is not a public body, Vendor agrees to maintain
books, records, documents, and other evidence and accounting procedures and practices
which comply with the nationally accepted Uniform Standards of Accounting and Financial
Reporting for Voluntary Health and Welfare Organizations, as published by the National
Health Council and the National Social Welfare Assembly, 1964.

46.2.

Vendor facilities or such part thereof as may be utilized in the performance of this Agreement
and Vendor’s records shall be subject at all reasonable times to inspection and audit by the
Commonwealth and Federal auditors and other persons duly authorized by the Area Agency.

46.3.

Vendor agrees that until the expiration of five years after final payment under this
Agreement, Federal and Commonwealth auditors and other persons duly authorized by the
Area Agency shall have access to and the right to examine any records of the Vendor
involving transactions related to this Agreement. Vendor may, in fulfillment of Vendor’s
obligation to retain Vendor’s records, substitute photographs, microphotographs, or other
authentic reproductions of such records after the expiration of two years following the last
date of reimbursement to the Vendor.

46.4.

Vendor agrees to collect statistical data of a fiscal nature on a regular basis and to make fiscal
statistical reports at time prescribed by, and on forms furnished by the Area Agency.

46.5.

If this Agreement is completely or partially terminated, the records relating to the work
terminated shall be preserved and made available for a period of four years from the date of
any resulting final settlement. In addition, records which relate to litigations or the settlement
of claims arising out of the performance of this Agreement, or costs and expenses of this
Agreement as to which exception has been taken by the Auditors, shall be retained by the
Vendor until such litigations, claims, or exceptions have been disposed of.

46.6.

During the period of this Agreement, all information obtained by the Vendor shall be made
available to the Area Agency immediately upon demand.

47. Progress Reports
47.1.

The Vendor shall furnish to the County such progress and periodic reports in such form
and quantity as the County may from time to time require, including but not limited to,
status reports of the program, proposed budgets, invoices, copies of all contracts
executed and proposed and any and all other information relative to the program as may be
requested.

47.2.

In the event that the County determines that the Vendor has not furnished such reports
as required by the County, the County, by giving written notice to the Vendor, may suspend
payments under this Agreement, until such time as the required reports are submitted.

48. Rights In Data: Copyrights and Disclosure
48.1.

Definition: The term "data" as used herein, includes written reports, drawings, studies,
computer programs, and work of any similar nature that is required to be delivered under this
Agreement. It does not include Vendor’s financial reports or other information incidental to
Agreement’s administration.

48.2.

Rights in Data: Data submitted to and accepted by the Department under this Agreement
shall be the property of the Department and it shall have full right to use such data for any
official purpose in whatever manner deemed desirable and appropriate. Such use shall be
without any additional payment to or approval by the Vendor.

48.3.

Copyrights: Vendor relinquishes any and all copyrights and/or privileges to data developed
under this Agreement. Vendor shall not include in the data any copyrighted matter without
the written approval of the Department of Aging unless Vendor provides the Department of
Aging with written permission of the copyright owner for the Department of Aging to use
such copyrighted matter in a manner provided herein. Vendor shall exert all reasonable effort
to advise the Department of Aging, at the time of delivery of data furnished under this
Agreement, of all invasions of the right to privacy contained therein. The Vendor shall
defend any suit or proceeding brought against the Commonwealth on account of any alleged
infringement of any copyright arising out of the performance of this Agreement, including all
work, services, materials, reports, studies, and computer programs provided by the Vendor.
This is upon the condition that the Commonwealth shall provide prompt notification in
writing of such suit or proceedings, full right, authorization and opportunity to conduct the
defense thereof, and full information and all reasonable cooperation for the defense of the
same. As principles of governmental or public law are involved, the Commonwealth may
participate in the defense of any such action. The Vendor shall pay all damages and costs
awarded therein against the Commonwealth. If information and assistance are furnished by
the Commonwealth at Vendor's written request, it shall be at the Vendor's expense, but the
responsibility for such expense shall be only that within the Vendor's written authorization.
If any of the materials, reports, studies, or computer programs provided by the Vendor are in
such suit or proceeding held to constitute infringement and the use of publication thereof is
enjoined, the Vendor shall, at his own expense and at his option, either procure the right to
publish or continue use of such infringing materials, reports, studies, or computer programs,

replace them with non-infringing items, or so modify them so that they are no longer
infringing. The obligations of the Vendor under this paragraph continue without time limit.
49. Americans with Disabilities Act
Pursuant to federal regulations promulgated under the authority of the Americans with Disabilities Act, 28
C.F.R. §35.101 et seq., the Vendor understands and agrees that no individual with a disability shall, on the
basis of the disability, be excluded from participation in this Agreement or from the activities provided
for under this Agreement. As a condition of accepting and executing this Agreement, the Vendor
agrees to comply with the “General Prohibitions Against Discrimination,” 28 C.F.R. §35.130, and all
other regulations promulgated under Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act which are applicable
to the benefits, services, programs and activities provided by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
through contracts with outside providers.
50. Nondiscrimination/Sexual Harassment Clause
In carrying out the terms of this contract, both parties agree not to discriminate against any employee
or client or other person on account of race, color, religion, gender, national origin, age, marital
status, political affiliation, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, or physical or mental
disabilities as set forth in the Americans With Disabilities Act of 1990. PROVIDER and COUNTY
shall comply with the Contract Compliance Regulations of the Pennsylvania Human Relations
Commission, any pertinent Executive Order of the Governor and with all laws prohibiting
discrimination in hiring or employment opportunities.

51. Property and Supplies
51.1.

Vendor agrees to use its best efforts to obtain all supplies and equipment for use in the
performance of this Agreement at the lowest practicable cost and to purchase all supplies and
equipment over $3,000.00 by means of a system of competitive bidding as required under the
provisions of the Pennsylvania 3rd Class County Code, Article XVIII and/or Federal
Acquisitions Regulations, as applicable.

51.1.1.

51.2.

Proper bidding procedures shall adhere to Federal Regulations governing procurement
outlined in 2 CFR Part 200 “Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles
and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards”, as amended. When obtaining written
quotations procedures must be in place to ensure that a linkage is maintained with the
Small Business Administration and other agencies which are able to assist in
identifying small and minority-owned businesses.

In addition, the Vendor shall maintain and administer with sound business practice a program
for maintenance, repair, preservation and insurance of property.

52. Right to Know Law
52.1.

The Pennsylvania Right-to-Know Law (“RTKL”), 65 P.S. §§ 67.101-3104, applies to this
Agreement.

52.2.

Unless the Vendor provides the County, in writing, with the name and contact information of
another person, the County shall notify the provider using the Vendor information provided
by the Vendor in this Agreement if the County needs the Vendor’s assistance in any matter
arising out of the RTKL. The Vendor shall notify the County in writing of any change in the

name or the contact information within a reasonable time prior to the change.
52.3.

Upon notification to the Vendor that the County has received a request for records under the
RTKL related to this Agreement that may be in the Vendor’s possession, constituting or
alleged to constitute, a public record in accordance with the RTKL (“Requested
Information”), the Vendor shall:

52.3.1.

Provide the County, within five (5) business days after receipt of the County’s written
notification, access to, and copies of, any document or information in the Vendor’s
possession arising out of this Agreement that the County reasonably believes is
Requested Information and may be a public record under the RTKL; and

52.3.2.

Provide such other assistance as the County may reasonably request, in order to comply
with the RTKL with respect to this Agreement.

52.4.

If the Vendor considers the Requested Information to include a request for a Trade Secret or
Confidential Proprietary Information, as those terms are defined by the RTKL, or information
that the Vendor considers exempt from production under the RTKL, the Vendor must notify
the County and provide within five (5) business days of receiving the County’s written
notification, a written statement signed by a representative of the Vendor explaining why the
requested material is exempt from public disclosure under the RTKL.

52.5.

The County will rely upon the written statement from the Vendor in denying a RTKL request
for the Requested Information unless the County determines that the Requested Information
is clearly not protected from disclosure under the RTKL.

52.6.

If the Vendor fails to provide the Requested Information within the time period required by
these provisions, the Vendor shall indemnify and hold the County harmless for any damages,
penalties, costs, detriment or harm that the County may incur as a result of the Vendor’s
failure, including any statutory damages assessed against the County.

52.7.

The County will reimburse the Vendor for any costs associated with complying with these
provisions only to the extent allowed under the fee schedule established by the Office of
Open Records or as otherwise provided by the RTKL if the fee schedule is inapplicable.

52.8.

The Vendor may file a legal challenge to a decision by the County’s decision to release a
record to the public with the Office of Open Records, or in the Pennsylvania Courts,
however, the Vendor shall indemnify the County for any legal expenses incurred by the
County as a result of such a challenge and shall hold the County harmless for any damages,
penalties, costs, detriment or harm that the County may incur as a result of the Vendor’s
failure, including any statutory damages assessed against the County, regardless of the
outcome of such legal challenge. As between the parties, the Vendor agrees to waive all
rights or remedies that may be available to it as a result of the County’s disclosure of
Requested Information pursuant to the RTKL.

52.9.

The Vendor’s duties relating to the RTKL are continuing duties that survive the expiration of
the Agreement and shall continue as long as the Vendor has Requested Information in its
possession.

53. Federal and State Audit Requirements
53.1.

Vendor must comply with all federal and state audit requirements including: the Single Audit
Act, as amended, 31 U.S.C. 7501 et seq; 2 CFR Part 200 “Uniform Administrative

Requirements, Cost Principles and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards”, as amended;
and any other applicable law or regulation and any amendment to such other applicable law
or regulation which may be enacted or promulgated by the state or federal government.
53.2.

If the Vendor is a local government or non-profit organization and expends total federal
awards of $750,000 or more during its fiscal year, received either directly from the federal
government or indirectly from a recipient of federal funds, Vendor is required to have an
audit made in accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR Part 200 “Uniform Administrative
Requirements, Cost Principles and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards”.

53.3.

If the Vendor is a for-profit organization and expends total federal awards of $750,000 or
more during its fiscal year, received either directly from the federal government or indirectly
from a recipient of federal funds, Vendor is required to have a program-specific audit made in
accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR Part 200 “Uniform Administrative Requirements ,
Cost Principles and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards” and in accordance with the laws
and regulations governing the programs in which it participates.

53.4.

If the Vendor expends total federal awards of less than $750,000 during its fiscal year, it is
exempt from these audit requirements but is required to maintain auditable records of federal
and any state funds which supplement such awards and to provide access to such records by
federal and state agencies or their designees.

53.5.

In the event an audit is required, the Vendor is responsible for obtaining the required audit
and securing the services of a certified public accountant or other independent governmental
auditor. The audit shall be completed and the report submitted to the County no later than 90
days after the close of the agreement period.

53.6.

In the event that an audit is performed that is not mandated by applicable federal laws or
regulations, Vendor shall not charge its costs of the audit to federal funding streams.

53.7.

Vendor shall maintain adequate and sufficiently detailed records of all the services provided
pursuant to this Agreement to permit an evaluation of finances and performance, which
records shall be open at all reasonable times for inspection by the County, federal, state and
county agencies or their authorized representatives. The County and any competent federal,
state or county agency or their authorized representatives shall have the right to inspect, audit
and copy Vendor’s records during normal business hours. The County shall provide fourteen
(14) days notice to Vendor in the event of such an audit.

53.8.

The County shall advise Vendor of any discrepancies in adherence to this Agreement.
Vendor upon receipt of such notification hereby agrees to promptly correct any discrepancies
to the satisfaction of the County.

53.9.

Vendor shall maintain and make available such books, records and documents related to this
Agreement for five (5) years from the termination of this Agreement, or until all disputes
have been resolved to the satisfaction of the County or by final decision or judgment, or as
otherwise required by applicable federal or state laws and regulations, whichever is greater.

54. Assurance of Compliance
54.1.

The Vendor provides this assurance in consideration of and for the purpose of obtaining
Federal Grants, loans, contracts, property, discounts or other Federal financial assistance from
the Department of Health and Human Services.

54.2.

The Vendor hereby agrees that it will comply with:

54.2.1.

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Pub. L. 88-352), as amended, and all
requirements imposed by or pursuant to the Regulations of the Department of Health
and Human Services (45 C.F.R. Part 80), to the end that, in accordance with Title VI of
that Act and the Regulations, no person in the United States shall, on the grounds
of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination under any program or activity
for which the Vendor receives Federal financial assistance from the County.

54.2.2.

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Pub. L. 93-112), as amended, and all
requirements imposed by or pursuant to the Regulations of the Department of Health
and Human Services (45 C.F.R. Part 84), to the end that, in accordance with Section
504 of that Act and the Regulations, no otherwise qualified individual with a disability
in the United States shall, solely by reason of her or his handicap, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any
program or activity for which the Vendor receives Federal financial assistance from the
County.

54.2.3.

Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972 (Pub. L. 92-318), as amended, and all
requirements imposed by or pursuant to the Regulations of the Department of Health
and Human Services (45 C.F.R. Part 86), to the end that in accordance with Title IX
and the Regulations, no person in the United States shall on the basis of sex, be
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to
discrimination under any educational program or activity for which the Vendor
received Federal financial assistance from the County.

54.2.4.

The Age Discrimination Act of 1975 (Pub. L. 94-135), as amended, and all
requirements imposed by or pursuant to the Regulations of the Department of Health
and Human Services (45 C.F.R. Part 91), to the end that, in accordance with the Act
and the Regulations, no person in the United States shall, on the basis of age, be denied
the benefits of, be excluded from participation in or be subjected to discrimination
under any program or activity for which the Vendor receives Federal financial
assistance from the County.

54.3.

The Vendor agrees that compliance with this assurance constitutes a condition of continued
receipt of Federal financial assistance, and that is binding upon the Vendor, its successors,
transferees and assignees for the period during which such assistance is provided. If any real
property or structure thereon is provided or improved with the aid of Federal financial
assistance extended to the Vendor by the County, this assurance shall obligate the Vendor, or
in the case of any transfer of such property, any transferee, for the period during which the
real property or structure is used for a purpose for which the Federal financial assistance is
extended or for another purpose involving the provision of similar services or benefits. If any
personal property is so provided, this assurance shall obligate the Vendor for the period
during which it retains ownership or possession of the property. The Vendor further
recognizes and agrees that the United States shall have the right to seek judicial enforcement
of this assurance.

55. Vendor’s Commitments
Any written commitment or representation of Vendor made within the scope of this Agreement shall be
binding upon Vendor and is hereby incorporated into this Agreement.

56. Cooperation in Litigation
The Vendor shall cooperate fully with the County in any prosecution or defense of any litigations, claims,
and threatened litigations. If County becomes involved in any matters involving litigation or threatened
litigation against others not including Vendor, Vendor shall cooperate fully with County's efforts to
dispose of such matters. Such cooperation shall include, but not be limited to, submission of information,
attendance at meetings and appearance in court or before other judicial or quasi-judicial bodies.
57. Membership Restrictions of Facilities
Funds awarded by this Agreement shall not be used to hold meetings, conferences, training sessions or
other gatherings at any facility which excludes or restricts membership of individuals on account of race,
color, religion, national origin, ancestry or gender.
58. Reporting of Allegations/Suspicions
58.1.

Vendor shall be responsible for resolution of consumer/family allegations against Vendor
employees regarding theft and misappropriation, including instituting disciplinary/legal
action against the employee if warranted. Vendor shall immediately notify County of all
allegations made by or on behalf of a consumer funded under this Agreement.

58.2.

All allegations made against any Vendor employee involving consumer abuse, neglect or
exploitation shall be immediately reported to County and County’s Older Adult Protective
Services Unit. Failure to report such allegations shall jeopardize continuation of the
agreement. Allegations include consumers Adult (ages 18-59) and Older Adult (60+).

58.3.

If any Vendor employee suspects consumer abuse, neglect, exploitation or abandonment by
individuals other than Vendor employees, it shall be immediately reported to County’s Older
Adult Protective Services Unit. Allegations include consumers Adult (ages 18-59) and Older
Adult (60+).

59. Headings
All headings included for convenience only and shall not affect any construction or interpretation of this
Agreement.

60. Entire Agreement
The governing terms and conditions of this Agreement are expressly limited to the terms and conditions
contained in this Agreement and documents incorporated herein. This Agreement constitutes the
complete integration of all oral and written documents, is the entire and final Agreement between the
parties and may be amended only by a written instrument signed by authorized officials of both parties.
With the intent to be legally bound, authorized officials of each party have signed this Agreement on the
dates written below. Each person signing this Agreement represents and warrants that such person is
fully authorized to sign and enter into this Agreement on behalf of the company named above his or her
signature.
Both parties agree and acknowledge that original signatures are binding to this Agreement.
County of Lehigh

By:

Vendor

By:

Name (printed):

Name (printed):

Title:

Title:

Date:

Date:

ATTEST:

ATTEST:

By:

By:

Name (printed):

Name (printed):

Title:

Title:

INSTRUCTIONS FOR NON-COLLUSION AFFIDAVIT
1.

This Non-Collusion Affidavit is material to any Agreement pursuant to a Proposal. According to the
Pennsylvania Antibid-Rigging Act, 62 Pa. C.S.A. § 4501 et seq., governmental agencies may require NonCollusion Affidavits to be submitted together with Proposals, such as the Proposal submitted by the
Proposer.

2.

This Non-Collusion Affidavit must be executed by the member officer, or employee of the Proposer who is
authorized to legally bind the Proposer.

3.

Proposal rigging and other efforts to restrain competition, and the making of false sworn statements in
connection with the submission of bids are unlawful and may be subject to criminal prosecution. The
person who signs the Affidavit should carefully examine it before signing and assure himself or herself that
each statement is true and accurate, making diligent inquiry, as necessary, of all other persons employed by
or associated with the Proposer with responsibilities for the preparation, approval or submission of the
Proposal.

4.

If the Proposal is submitted by a joint venture, each party to the venture must be identified in the Proposal
documents, and a Non-Collusion Affidavit must be submitted separately on behalf of each party.

5.

The term “complementary Proposal” as used in the Non-Collusion Affidavit has the meaning commonly
associated with that term in the RFP process, and includes the knowing submission of a Proposal higher
than the Proposal of another firm, any intentionally high or noncompetitive Proposal, and any form of
Proposal submitted for the purpose of giving a false appearance of competition.

6.

Failure to file a Non-Collusion Affidavit in compliance with these instructions will result in disqualification
of the Proposal.

NON-COLLUSION AFFIDAVIT
State of
County of
, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that:
(1) He/She is
(Owner, Partner, Officer, Representative or Agent of Proposer)
of

_, the Proposer that

(Name of the Proposer)
has submitted the attached Proposal;
(2) He/She is fully informed respecting the preparation and contents of the attached Proposal and of all
pertinent circumstances respecting such Proposal;
(3) Such Proposal is genuine and is not a collusive or sham Proposal;
(4) Neither the said Proposer nor any of its officers, partners, owners, agents, representatives, employees
or parties in interest, including this affiant, has in any way colluded, conspired, connived or agreed, directly or
indirectly, with any other Proposer, firm or person to submit a collusive or sham Proposal or complementary
Proposal in connection with the Contract for which the attached Proposal is submitted or to refrain from submitting
in connection with such Contract, or has in any manner, directly or indirectly, sought by agreement or collusion or
communication of conference with any other Proposer, firm or person to fix the price or prices in the attached
Proposal or of any other Proposer, or to fix any overhead, profit or cost element of the prices in the Proposal or the
price of any other Proposer, or to secure through any collusion, conspiracy, connivance or unlawful agreement any
advantage against the County of Lehigh or any person interested in the proposed Agreement;
(5) The price or prices quoted in the attached Proposal are fair and proper and are not tainted by any
collusion, conspiracy, connivance or unlawful agreement on the part of the Proposer or any of its agents,
representatives, owners, employees, or parties in interest, including this affiant; and,
(6) Neither the said Proposer nor any of its officers, partners, owners, agents or parties in interest, have
any interest, present or prospective, that can be reasonably construed to result in a conflict of interest between them
and the County of Lehigh, which the Proposer will be required to perform.

I state that

understands
(Name of Proposer)

and acknowledges that the above representations are material and important, and will be relied on by the County of
Lehigh in awarding the Agreement for which the Proposal is submitted. I understand and the Proposer understands
that any misstatement in this Non-Collusion Affidavit is and shall be treated as fraudulent concealment from the
County of Lehigh of the true facts relating to the submission of proposals for this Agreement.

Name:

By:
Authorized Signatory

Title:
President or Vice President
SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED
BEFORE ME THIS
DAY
OF
, 20_

My Commission Expires:
Notary Public

NARRATIVE PROPOSAL CERTIFICATION
I certify that I am authorized to submit the NARRATIVE
PORTION of our proposal to the above cited RFP
announcement, and can bind the agency below in a
contractual agreement with the County of Lehigh for the
services described herein. Therefore, the agency cited
below hereby proposes to furnish and deliver all services as
required within the body of the RFP specifications as
contained in the provider's Narrative Proposal.
Official Agency / Corporation Name:

Official Mailing Address:

Federal Identification Number:

Signature of Official Authorized to Submit Bid / Bind Agency:

Printed Name and Title of Official:

Date of Signature:

Telephone Number:

Email Address:

INCLUDE THIS SHEET WITH YOUR NARRATIVE PROPOSAL SUBMISSION!

UNIT RATE CERTIFICATION
I certify that I am authorized to submit the UNIT RATE
PORTION of our proposal to the above cited RFP
announcement, and can bind the agency below in a
contractual agreement with the County of Lehigh for the
services described herein. Therefore, the agency cited
below hereby proposes to furnish and deliver all services as
required within the body of the RFP specifications as
contained in the provider's Unit Rate and/or Budget
Proposal.
Official Agency / Corporation Name:

Official Mailing Address:

Federal Identification Number:

Signature of Official Authorized to Submit Bid / Bind Agency:

Printed Name and Title of Official:

Date of Signature:

Telephone Number:

Email Address:

INCLUDE THIS SHEET WITH YOUR
UNIT RATE PROPOSAL SUBMISSION!

